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Happy March!
Who would have thought this time last year, we would still be facing this
pandemic? It has been a very long and challenging year, and I know we are
all ready to see this pandemic behind us. The ICES BOD and Cake Expo
team are moving forward to Fort Worth and, with each decision, we are
keeping everyone’s health and safety in mind.

¡Feliz marzo!
¿Quién hubiera pensado que en esta época del año pasado, todavía
estaríamos enfrentando esta pandemia? Ha sido un año muy largo y desafiante, y sé que todos estamos listos para ver esta pandemia atrás. El
equipo de ICES BOD y Cake Expo se está trasladando a Fort Worth y, con
cada decisión, tenemos en cuenta la salud y la seguridad de todos.

Cake Expo 2021 is just around the corner and registration will open on
April 1st. Be sure to mark your calendar and put a reminder on your phone
because you do not want to miss out! I am excited not only for the classes, demos, challenges,
and fun times that we will have but also to see my family again. We have an excellent class and
demonstration schedule lined up with a variety of skill levels. The hands-on class and demo schedule
will release on March 15th. The Cake Expo crew and ICES BOD are excited to be offering our future
sugar artists the opportunity to be involved and learn from some of their sugar art role models by
providing several kids hands-on classes!

Cake Expo 2021 está a la vuelta de la esquina y el registro se abrirá el 1
de abril. ¡Asegúrese de marcar su calendario y poner un recordatorio en
su teléfono porque no quiere perderse! Estoy emocionado no solo por las
clases, demostraciones, desafíos y momentos divertidos que tendremos, sino también por ver a mi
familia nuevamente. Tenemos un excelente horario de clases y demostraciones alineado con una
variedad de niveles de habilidad. La clase práctica y el horario de demostración se lanzarán el 15 de
marzo. ¡El equipo de Cake Expo y ICES BOD están emocionados de ofrecer a nuestros futuros artistas del azúcar la oportunidad de participar y aprender de algunos de sus modelos a seguir en el arte
del azúcar al brindarles clases prácticas a varios niños!

I want to encourage each of you to attend Cake Expo 2021 in Fort Worth, TX, July 20th – July 25th!
ICES needs you! We need approximately 350 registered attendees to meet our contract with the
Omni Hotel. This year’s Cake Expo will be the make-or-break point for ICES. The ICES BOD is
continuing to make financial decisions that will hopefully keep us above the water, but we need your
help in doing so! Your attendance as a registered attendee at Cake Expo will make all the difference,
so please make plans to join us for a wonderful time in Fort Worth!

¡Quiero animarlos a que asistan a Cake Expo 2021 en Fort Worth, TX, del 20 al 25 de julio! ¡ICES te
necesita! Necesitamos aproximadamente 350 asistentes registrados para cumplir con nuestro contrato
con el Omni Hotel. La Cake Expo de este año será el punto decisivo para ICES. La DBO de ICES continúa tomando decisiones financieras que, con suerte, nos mantendrán a flote, ¡pero necesitamos su
ayuda para hacerlo! Su asistencia como asistente registrado a Cake Expo marcará la diferencia, ¡así
que haga planes para unirse a nosotros para disfrutar de un tiempo maravilloso en Fort Worth!

Several of our chapters have been offering Virtual Days of Sharing, and they have all been great!
Some of the chapters are beginning to schedule in-person meetings, which is terrific to hear! Please
remember to keep your health and all those in attendance in mind when attending any event.

Varios de nuestros capítulos han estado ofreciendo Días virtuales para compartir, ¡y todos han sido
geniales! Algunos de los capítulos están comenzando a programar reuniones en persona, ¡lo cual es
fantástico de escuchar! Recuerde tener en cuenta su salud y la de todos los asistentes cuando asista
a cualquier evento.

Our Membership Committee is busy calling past members to invite them back to our wonderful
organization and invite them to this year’s Cake Expo! If you are one of those who recently rejoined,
I would like to welcome you back to the family! We have missed you, and we look forward to seeing
you soon!
If you've recently joined ICES for the first time, I would like to welcome you to our great big family! I
hope to see you soon!
For each of our members, I would like to invite each of you to join us for Cake Expo 2021 this July in
Fort Worth, TX.
Stay safe,

¡Nuestro Comité de Membresía está ocupado llamando a miembros anteriores para invitarlos a nuestra maravillosa organización e invitarlos a la Cake Expo de este año! Si usted es uno de los que se reincorporó recientemente, ¡me gustaría darle la bienvenida nuevamente a la familia! ¡Te hemos echado
de menos y esperamos verte pronto!
Si se une recientemente a ICES por primera vez, ¡me gustaría darle la bienvenida a nuestra gran familia! ¡Espero verte pronto!
Para cada uno de nuestros miembros, me gustaría invitarlos a unirse a nosotros para Cake Expo 2021
este julio en Fort Worth, TX.
Mantenerse a salvo,

Tina Crews
ICES President
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UPCOMING EVENTS/UPCOMING CAKE EXPO LOCATIONS

IT'S CONTEST TIME!

July 20 - July 25, 2021 Ft. Worth, TX
July 26 - 31, 2022 Reno, NV

Let us feature your sugar creations in the Member Share section or a
favorite recipe in the Recipe section, or even a tutorial or tip!
For every picture and/or recipe you submit, your name will be entered into a
monthly drawing for a fun prize sponsored by the Newsletter Committee!
All prizes will be sent via US mail (domestic US addresses only).

Upcoming Events Policy
The following policy has been created for notices being placed in the "Upcoming Events"
section of the Newsletter:
Day of Sharing notices shall be free for a maximum of two (2) issues; Class notices shall be placed
free for one (1) issue, after which they shall be charged $5.75 per line, per issue; Upcoming Cake Show
notices shall be placed free for one (1) issue, after which they shall be charged $5.75 per line, per issue.
Notice charges will be assessed at Times New Roman, size 12.

Submit your entries at www.ices.org
under ‘Resources: Newsletter’

Our Winner for February is...

Jeanne Thompson McKenzie

Please contact both Helen Osteen, Membership Coordinator, icesmembership@gmail.com and
Sherri Randell, newsletter@ices.org in order to submit Upcoming Events.

Welcome New Members!
Pamela Tambe Agbor, Cameroon
Isabell Gmerek, CO, USA
Lynore Harding, LA, USA
Grace Ohinamuah Imaku, Nigeria
Missy Larussa, MI, USA
Ebere Kalu Olua, Nigeria

March 2021

Kelechi Innocentia Onwuamaizu, Nigeria
Martha E Sanchez, CA, USA
Sharon Siriwardena, MA, USA
Brooke Taylor, TX, USA

Here are a few ways we can all help to increase our membership - even in a pandemic:
•

Put flyers in your local cake supply store regarding ICES and your DOS (virtual or in person)
•

Send letters/emails to local members encouraging them to renew their membership.
•

•

Gift a membership to someone you know.

Watch the FB Marketplace and local garage sale groups for cake advertisements and DM the original poster
information about ICES.
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International Letter of Invitation
If you are an International planning to attend the 2021 Cake Expo in Fort Worth, Texas, your
request for a VISA invitation letter must be received by April 30, 2021.
You may email the Pre-Expo Registration Manager, Helen Osteen, at exporegistration@
cakeexpo.org to submit your request.
Please include your full name as it appears on your passport, your complete residential
address with zip/postal code, email address and shop or business name if you have one.

Flexique® is a unique combination of edible ingredients, delicately balanced
together to maximize pliability and durability. It can be used on its own to create a
variety of cake decorations, or it can be applied to edible images to keep them
from smudging or tearing. It is used as a heated liquid mixture, applied by
either brushing it on to a nonstick surface or edible sheet, or by pouring it into
thin molds.

Marilyn Bawol
Flexique®

Flexique® can be used for so many things, such as:
• Edible fabric for dresses and cake accents
• Flowers that are delicate, yet durable
• Leaves for flowers and trees
• Textured sheets
• Easily tied ribbons and shoelaces, design cutouts and so much more!
In fact, let us show you some new ways to use this product!

Flexique® Strawberry Fruit Puree Drip
What is it
A new, fun and healthier drip for buttercream cakes - using fruit instead of
chocolate. This recipe uses strawberry, but you could use any fruit.
Recipe for Drip
2T fruit puree
1T Flexique®
Sugar to taste
Strawberry flavoring, if needed (depending on time of year)
How and Why
Chill cake, puree fruit in blender, heat Flexique and combine. Add to piping
bag (I used about 2T for a small 6 inch cake). Snip end (Small opening rather
than larger – you can always make it larger). Drip at room temperature.
Proceed as with chocolate piping around the rim increasing pressure for drips.
Spread the rest of the puree over the top – it sets up almost immediately.
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Making Flavorful Strawberries
Flexique® Leather
Recipe for Leather
3t fruit puree
1t sugar
2t Flexique®
Food color or flavoring - optional, your choice
How and Why
Spread thinly on silicone mat. Allow 6 hours to overnight before using. (Can use
dehydrator.)

Recipe
5T strawberry puree
1T melted Flexique®
Sugar to taste
Add flavoring and color as needed. (I used Amoretti® Wild Strawberry with Artisan Accents® Red
color.)
Mix together and pour into strawberry-shaped silicone molds and chill. (Use a mold to match the flavor
of your fruit.) Remove from mold when set and place on your cake. (Placing the mold in the freezer can
accelerate set up time.)
Calyx

Cut to size with scissors (Easy to join pieces to wrap around cake by slightly overlapping – they easily
attach together). Cover entire sides or just a strip along the bottom. Alternate strips to make stripes
(maybe using different shades or colors).

1T Lime Juice
4t Sugar
1T Flexique®

Add some green color to puree, spread thinly on silicone mat, use calyx cutter when set (cut within first
hour). You can also make a separate recipe with the green coloring only. (I used moss green.) Also,
create leaves by cutting after set with a leaf cutter (cut within first hour) or later with scissors.
How and Why
Fruit is not always in season.
There is nothing fake about the wonderful flavor of these strawberries!
They keep better/longer.

Grab your product at https://flexique.com and start experimenting today!
Leather can be used on fondant cakes whereas puree cannot.

Flexique® Leather Ribbon Roses
Cut strips (about 1 inch wide). Can use one long strip or piece several
together. In the beginning roll it tightly to resemble the center of a rose.
Wrap and gather remaining leather to look like petals. Set in place
with very warm Flexique Glue (reheat as needed). Paint glue on small
sections at a time. When making roses, the thinner the leather the
better.
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sharing@ices.org

Dorinda Martineau, MN
It is with great sadness that we said goodbye to a fellow sugar artist and
friend on February 12, 2021, as Dorinda Martineau passed away. Dorinda
was a member of Minnesota ICES and previously Oklahoma ICES and we
will all miss her infectious laugh and big smile.

By Bonnie Brown, FL
Each of us love making beautifully designed cakes, cookies, and all manner of goodies for ourselves
and our clients. There always seems to be the smell of sugar or chocolate wafting in the air, and it's as
dear to us as the oxygen we breathe.
One of my neighbors here in Boynton Beach, Florida, simply loves food and
sweets, in particular. This started in 1957 when he drove a "Good Humor" Ice
Cream Truck during that summer. They called him "Stan, the Good Humor Man".
Stan now designs the most amazing "Pop Art".

Be sure to check on members and let us know at sharing@ices.org if there's anyone
who we can congratulate, pray for, or share a pat on the back!

Stanford Slutsky is an American Artist born in Pittsburg in 1941. Just like Andy
Warhol, Stan's designs are three-dimensional mixed media pieces including
large donuts covered with sprinkles, cookies, cakes, candies, common food
items, fruit, and even ice cream that appears to be melting. Prior to creating each piece, he feels it
necessary to sample the real thing for inspiration. He then begins the process to design, construction,
sculpting, sanding and painting. His designs may be exaggerated in size, but just imagine a donut
measuring 20 inches in diameter and 1 foot thick. Sounds yummy? Although extremely tempting, you
wouldn't want to bite into this one as it's made with items like expanded polystyrene, Zeolite (white
diamond crystals), acrylic paint, resins, plaster, medium density fiberboard, wood adhesives, high gloss
coatings and tons of imagination, but alas, no sugar.
As Stan likes to describe it, he creates art that can lure, charm, tease, disarm and surprise. He also
believes that his sculptures put viewers in a vulnerable state so that they can communicate with their
inner selves in a more honest and direct way. In this way, he hopes to bring a little nostalgia and
memories of the sweet things in life. Check out these beautiful pictures, and you can visit his website at
www.stanfordslutskv.com. Stan has also been gracious enough to donate an artist's signed piece for a
raffle at CAKE EXPO.
Whether created by Stan, or created by us, these creations, edible or not, live in a special place that
resides inside each of us.

Robbin Fowler, AL
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necessary to sample the real thing for inspiration. He then begins the process to design, construction,
sculpting, sanding and painting. His designs may be exaggerated in size, but just imagine a donut
measuring 20 inches in diameter and 1 foot thick. Sounds yummy? Although extremely tempting, you
wouldn't want to bite into this one as it's made with items like expanded polystyrene, Zeolite (white
diamond crystals), acrylic paint, resins, plaster, medium density fiberboard, wood adhesives, high gloss
coatings and tons of imagination, but alas, no sugar.
As Stan likes to describe it, he creates art that can lure, charm, tease, disarm and surprise. He also
believes that his sculptures put viewers in a vulnerable state so that they can communicate with their
inner selves in a more honest and direct way. In this way, he hopes to bring a little nostalgia and
memories of the sweet things in life. Check out these beautiful pictures, and you can visit his website at
www.stanfordslutskv.com. Stan has also been gracious enough to donate an artist's signed piece for a
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Whether created by Stan, or created by us, these creations, edible or not, live in a special place that
resides inside each of us.

Robbin Fowler, AL
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Representative Spotlight
Rebecca McGreal

19.

20.

What is your favorite dessert? Cake, but that should be obvious.  Ok, to be more
specific, yellow cake with homemade strawberry/raspberry sauce and sliced
strawberries, with buttercream icing. It just doesn’t get any better than that!
Do you have any special/secret/magical skills outside of being a sugar artist? 			
No, thank goodness! I’m busy enough with life and ICES.

Illinois State Representative
What is your name? Rebecca McGreal
Where are you from? Currently live in Chicago, IL
2.
		
area, but was born in Little Falls, MN!
How did you first learn about ICES? Sandy
3.
Folsom, Wilton® School instructor.
4.
Can you tell me about your ICES path and what 		
led you to become a rep? I was encouraged to be an alternate by a fellow 		
Illinois member. That led to being the rep.
5.
What do you enjoy most about being a rep? Still thinking about this one :)
6.
What would you tell a new rep about being a rep? Don’t hesitate to contact 		
other reps and board members for answers to the burning questions.  If
you don’t ask, you’ll probably never get the answer.
7.
What is the most challenging part of being a rep? Getting some of our members to
get involved.  
8.
How did you get started in the sugar arts? Wanted to create my own wedding cake.
9.
What is your favorite medium to work with and why? Buttercream, because I’m not a
fan of rolling fondant.   
10. What are some projects you are working on now or that you’ve finished in the last
few months? Do you have a picture? None on the personal level, but we’re getting
our IL members involved with a Sheet Cake Project to help fill the tables in
the Fort Worth Sugar Art Gallery.  We’re planning for a minimum of 12 displays.  
11. Who is your sugar art ‘hero’ and why? I don’t have one, I try not to have heroes.   
12. What is your ‘go to’ tool that you can’t live without? My KitchenAid® mixer, I know
not really a tool, but I can’t live without that!
13. What are you known for (a recipe, a cake design, etc.)? Chocolate fudge peanut
butter cake.
14. What do you find most challenging about working in the sugar arts? Too many bizarre
decorating trends.
15. What do you like best about working in the sugar arts? Cakes make people smile :)
16. Do you have a ‘day job’ unrelated to sugar arts? Retired Police Officer
17. What is the most unusual cake you’ve ever been asked to make? A snake cake 		
for a group of 7- & 8-year-old boys.  Some of them couldn’t bring
themselves to eat it because it looked so real.
18. If you could learn one new sugar art skill, what would it be? Still thinking about 		
this one.

1.
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If you are interested in becoming more active in ICES such as
becoming a rep, officer or just helping out in your area, simply notify
Meeghan Burnevik at representation@ices.org and she'll be happy to
talk with you!

Soak your hard boiled eggs in vinegar for 5-10 minutes.
The vinegar is essential in helping the colors adhere to the shell.
You can skip this step but your colors will be more muted.
Dry your eggs and set aside.
Spread the whipped cream, whipped topping or Cool Whip® evenly in the wells of a
muffin tin.
Using gel food color, drop dots of your favorite colors on top of the whipped cream.
Swirl the colors slightly with a knife.
Roll the eggs around in the whipped cream and let stand for 5-10 minutes.
Rinse the eggs under cold water and dry with a paper towel.
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Alcohol-Free Pure Vanilla Flavor
Contains: Water, Glycerin, Vanilla Bean (Extractives).
Usually contains the same ratio of vanilla beans per US liter as extract but, per the FDA, since
there is no alcohol, it cannot be called extract.

By Chef Simon Shaw, Texas
The Totonacs, from Mexico’s east coast, are believed to be the first
people to have grown vanilla. And it stayed that way for centuries until
people discovered how to pollinate the vanilla orchid blooms without
the natural pollinator, the Mexican bee.
Today, three most familiar “varieties” of vanilla are: Mexican, Tahitian,
and Madagascar Bourbon. Madagascar Bourbon vanilla is named
after the island on which it was first cultivated, Bourbon Island (now
called Reunion Island) a small island to the east of Madagascar in the
Indian Ocean.
It takes anywhere from three to five years for a vanilla orchid to
become established and produce blooms. Growing in a vine-like manner they can reach up to thirty feet in
length. Upon flowering, the blooms have a twelve-hour pollination window and since there are no natural
pollinators outside of Mexico, this process is painstakingly done by hand. Beneficial aspects though, of
manual pollination, include selectively choosing the blooms to be pollinated, thus preventing the overloading
and possible collapse of the vines with pods, as wellas aiding harvesting efficiency. Upon successful
pollination, vanilla pods are ready to be harvested in about nine months.
Madagascar Bourbon Vanilla
Described as having floral overtones with a clean flavor. It is best suited in baking as a flavor
compliment, rather than being the predominant flavor. The vanilla pod is long and thin and usually
contains many seeds. The majority of the international vanilla supply comes from Madagascar.
Tahitian Vanilla
Described as being sweet and fruity and is darker in color than those of Madagascar and Mexico.
It is ideal for those recipes with vanilla as its main flavor. Its pod is bigger and contains fewer seeds.
Mexican Vanilla
Described as having a smooth, deep, and pronounced flavor unmatched by most other vanillas. It is
darker than Madagascar Bourbon vanilla and its pods are thicker. It is perfect for recipes that require
vanilla to be the star of the show.
Extracts and Flavorings
Pure Vanilla Extract
Contains: Water, Vanilla Bean (Extractives), Alcohol. In the US the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), requires a minimum of 35% alcohol by volume, and a minimum of 100g vanilla beans per US liter.
The balance to be water. It does allow for the addition of sugar, glycerin, or corn syrup to mask the flavor of
synthetic alcohol.
16
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Natural Vanilla Flavor
Usually contains: Water, Glycerin, Alcohol, Vanilla Bean (Extractives), and other natural flavors
sometimes referred to as “Botanical Extractives”.
Artificial Vanilla
Varying ingredients but usually contain: Water, Vanillin (from wood pulp), Synthetic Alcohol,
Caramel color, Corn Syrup.
Clear Vanilla
May be described as being made from vanillin crystals. However, vanilla beans are not the
source.
Many of us are very familiar with some variation of the phrase “…plain vanilla…” however, with its
hundreds of flavor compounds, is not the phrase “…plain vanilla...” an oxymoron? Plain vanilla is an
oxymoron! Vanilla (Vanilla planifolia) has hundreds of aroma and flavor compounds.

Author Unknown

2 to 4 cups flaked coconut
1/2 cup butter or margarine, softened
1 teaspoon vanilla
1/2 bag marshmallows
3 Tablespoons cornstarch
1 - 8 ounce package cream cheese, softened
Powdered sugar
Maraschino cherries, drained and cut up (Optional)
Add coconut, marshmallows, butter, cornstarch and vanilla to cream cheese
gradually. Add enough powdered sugar to hold mixture together. Add
cherries, if desired.
Form into egg shapes and chill. Using a half egg candy mold is great for
shaping these. Coat with chocolate and decorate as desired.
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Running for the Board...This sounds intimidating but it's not at
all. Think you don’t have anything to offer - that is where you
are wrong. Having a passion for sugar art and some basic
computer skills is all you need.
Nominations are now being accepted for ICES members to serve a three-year term on
the Board of Directors. The qualifications to serve on the Board are as follows:
The nominee for the ICES Board must be a member in god standing (dues paid 		
in full), and must have been a member for at least two consecutive years immediately
prior to nomination, and have attended at least one (1) annual meeting (General
Membership Meeting) and one (1) midyear or annual representatives’ meeting.
Understand that if you are elected, you will serve a three-year term during which
you will serve on any committees assigned to you and handle all assignments with
promptness. Further understand that you are to attend all Board of Directors Meetings.
Run for office during your second and third years on the Board and uphold the bylaws
of the organization with pride.
You can nominate yourself or someone you know who you think would do a great job.
Please go to the ICES website and the Governance tab to fill out your nomination form.
Nominations for Officers
The board members who are eligible to be nominated for an officer’s position are:
Bonnie Brown
Meeghan Burnevik
Bonnie Fazio Richards
Jennifer Noble
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By Jan Wolfe, CSA, ICJ
Who doesn’t love Spring flowers? It’s the
season when nature wakes up from the
Winter. The Spring flowers start to show their
beautiful colors and the green leaves emerge.
I think the cherry blossoms are the perfect
Spring flower. They symbolize renewal and
their white and pink colors look like pompoms
on the cherry tree branches. When I was in
Okinawa, Japan, I had the opportunity to visit
Motobu Cherry Blossom Road. A road up a
small mountain that had about 7,000 cherry
blossoms blooming along the sides. The
cherry blossoms in Okinawa are a darker
pink and hang down compared to the one on
mainland Japan. They are lighter pink and
white. While we were walking along the road,
cars would pass by and the flowers would
spiral up behind them in a vortex. It was
beautiful and that’s what I wanted to create with this cake. The flowers and buds were made using the
Flower Pro®, Ultimate Filler Flowers mold, developed by Chef Nicholas Lodge and Katy Sue Designs. You
can watch his YouTube® video, How to Make Forget Me Not & Cherry Blossom | Sugar Filler Flowers Part
9, or you can find the instructions in his Flower
Pro Volume 1.
Materials:
For the Cake:
8" barrel cake and 12" board
White fondant to cover the cake and board
Brown fondant for the tree trunk and branches
Ombre effect (I used oil and petal dusts (Aurora
and Cranberry)
Royal icing (For yellow centers; attaching flowers
and branches to the cake
For the Flowers:
Gum paste - pale pink and light green
Flow Pro Ultimate Filler Flowers Mold® and
Companion tool
20
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Size guide
22g, 28g wire
Fine yellow stamens
Half width brown floral tape
Mini calyx cutter
Styrofoam® blocks
Foam pad
Dusts for flowers and calyx (I used Cosmos for the flowers and Lime for the centers and calyx) For
the mini flowers, I used yellow royal icing for the centers.
Tools:
Rolling Pin 					
Plastic Flap board 				
Small scissors 				
Wire cutters 					
Metal tweezers 				
Round sponge with hole

Egg White
Shortening
Cornstarch
Modeling tools
Rubber gloves

Suggested Timeline:
1.
Make the flowers and buds.
Dust the flowers and buds, then steam them.
2.
3.
Make the mini blossoms.
Wrap the flowers and buds into groupings.
4.
5.
Cover your wires for the spirals.
6.
Shape the spirals.
Cover the cake and board.
7.
8.
Put it on a board and let it firm up overnight.
Add the ombre effect to the cake.
9.
10.
Decide where the spirals are going on the cake and insert coffee stirrer straws into the cake 		
and insert the wires into them and secure with fondant. The insertion points will be covered 		
with branches.
11.
Add the mini blossoms to the spiral wires with dark brown royal icing.
Make the trunk and branches, then texture and dust.
12.
13.
Add the tree trunk and branches to the cake.
14.
Add the wired flowers to the branches.
Add ribbon the board.
15.
Step 1. Make the flowers and buds. Chef Nick’s video is an excellent tutorial on making the flowers
and buds. I suggest you watch it first then follow along to make your flowers. For this cake, I made
40 large Cherry blossom flowers, 15 small flowers, 15 ex-large buds, and 15 large buds. Allow them
to dry.
Step 2. Make the mini blossoms for the three spirals. For this cake,
I made 36 - 7mm, 27 - 9mm, and 20 - 13mm blossoms. I rolled
out light pink gum paste (set to number 5 on a pasta machine) and
cut out the mini blossoms. I used the Companion tool to indent
the centers and let dry. Then lightly dusted them. Next, I added a
center with yellow royal icing.
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Step 3. Add calyxes to the flowers and buds. Using the mini calyx cutter.
Step 4. Dust the flowers and buds, then steam them to set the colors.
Let dry.
Step 5. Tape the groupings of flowers and buds.

Insert small straws into the cake to insert the wires ends. Use brown fondant to secure them. You
will join the branches to the spirals at these insertion points.
Step 10. Add the mini blossoms to the spirals. Using dark brown royal icing, attach the blossoms
to the spirals in a random pattern. I started at the top where the two center spirals meet. I attached
two 7mm blossoms to cover up the join spot. From there I attached the smallest blossoms downward
then the 9mm blossoms and finally the 13mm blossoms. I added some various sizes to break up the
blossoms. On the thicker spiral, I used the 13mm blossoms. Let the spirals dry.
Step 11. Preparing the trunk and branches. I rolled some brown fondant into a log about 12” long
and 1” thick. Divide the top 4” into five sections. Roll each section to form the branches. Make two
long branches to wrap around the top edge of the cake. Three smaller branches merge into the spiral
branches and one branch will fall forward out toward the front. I used some modelling tools to texture
the trunk and branches. Next, I dry dusted the trunk and branches with color to add depth to the
bark. Wear gloves.
Step 12. Attach the trunk and branches to the cake. **Do not get any brown
dust on the cake background.

Step 6. Cover the cake and board. Sit them overnight to firm up.
Step 7. Add the background to the cake. I selected three pink dust colors
for the ombre effect. I mixed each color (1/8 tsp) with vegetable oil (1/4 tsp).
It’s best to make up some samples on a fondant covered board before doing
this on the cake.
I started at the base and painted the darker color
up about 2-3”. Then using a paper towel, blended the color and removed
the excess color for a soft color ring. Then I added the next shade, painting
about 4” up. This time I blended the two colors together to make a cohesive
border. Lastly, the lightest shade was painted on the top section and the top
of the cake. Again, blending the colors for a soft
background ombre effect.

Step 8. Make the spirals. Cover two 22g (14” long) wire with ½ width brown
floral tape. Next, take two additional 22g wires and tape them together for a
thicker spiral. For the first two wires, shape them by wrapping them around
a funnel shape to get the spiral. For the thicker wire, wrap it around a 6 in.
cake dummy or similar shape.
Step 9. Add the spirals to the cake. Decide what is your front so you
can position the spirals.
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I used royal icing to attach the trunk and branches to the cake. Then I added
the roots (texturing and coloring before attaching to the trunk). Use the
modelling tools to blend the roots to the trunk.

Step 13. Add the flowers and bud groupings. First, I inserted the longest
grouping into the branches wrapping around the top edge of the cake on
both sides of the tree.
Next, add the smaller groups into the other branches and around the top
of the tree. For the forward branch, I used a 3” 22g wire through the branch and into the trunk to
support it. Then added fondant to cover the wire. **If you wanted the trunk and branches to be
eaten, you could use straws and mold them in the branches and then insert the wired flowers.
Step 14. Finishing touches. Add additional flowers and buds to the
branches. Then cover the edge of the board with ribbon.
Most cherry blossoms bloom over a two-week period. So, the start of the
bloom will have more buds and less flowers. As the blooming continues, the
flowers open up to form “pompom groups” of flowers. From the distance,
the trees look like they are covered in a sheet of white or pink blossoms.

Viewing the top of the cake:
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to the spirals in a random pattern. I started at the top where the two center spirals meet. I attached
two 7mm blossoms to cover up the join spot. From there I attached the smallest blossoms downward
then the 9mm blossoms and finally the 13mm blossoms. I added some various sizes to break up the
blossoms. On the thicker spiral, I used the 13mm blossoms. Let the spirals dry.
Step 11. Preparing the trunk and branches. I rolled some brown fondant into a log about 12” long
and 1” thick. Divide the top 4” into five sections. Roll each section to form the branches. Make two
long branches to wrap around the top edge of the cake. Three smaller branches merge into the spiral
branches and one branch will fall forward out toward the front. I used some modelling tools to texture
the trunk and branches. Next, I dry dusted the trunk and branches with color to add depth to the
bark. Wear gloves.
Step 12. Attach the trunk and branches to the cake. **Do not get any brown
dust on the cake background.

Step 6. Cover the cake and board. Sit them overnight to firm up.
Step 7. Add the background to the cake. I selected three pink dust colors
for the ombre effect. I mixed each color (1/8 tsp) with vegetable oil (1/4 tsp).
It’s best to make up some samples on a fondant covered board before doing
this on the cake.
I started at the base and painted the darker color
up about 2-3”. Then using a paper towel, blended the color and removed
the excess color for a soft color ring. Then I added the next shade, painting
about 4” up. This time I blended the two colors together to make a cohesive
border. Lastly, the lightest shade was painted on the top section and the top
of the cake. Again, blending the colors for a soft
background ombre effect.

Step 8. Make the spirals. Cover two 22g (14” long) wire with ½ width brown
floral tape. Next, take two additional 22g wires and tape them together for a
thicker spiral. For the first two wires, shape them by wrapping them around
a funnel shape to get the spiral. For the thicker wire, wrap it around a 6 in.
cake dummy or similar shape.
Step 9. Add the spirals to the cake. Decide what is your front so you
can position the spirals.
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I used royal icing to attach the trunk and branches to the cake. Then I added
the roots (texturing and coloring before attaching to the trunk). Use the
modelling tools to blend the roots to the trunk.

Step 13. Add the flowers and bud groupings. First, I inserted the longest
grouping into the branches wrapping around the top edge of the cake on
both sides of the tree.
Next, add the smaller groups into the other branches and around the top
of the tree. For the forward branch, I used a 3” 22g wire through the branch and into the trunk to
support it. Then added fondant to cover the wire. **If you wanted the trunk and branches to be
eaten, you could use straws and mold them in the branches and then insert the wired flowers.
Step 14. Finishing touches. Add additional flowers and buds to the
branches. Then cover the edge of the board with ribbon.
Most cherry blossoms bloom over a two-week period. So, the start of the
bloom will have more buds and less flowers. As the blooming continues, the
flowers open up to form “pompom groups” of flowers. From the distance,
the trees look like they are covered in a sheet of white or pink blossoms.

Viewing the top of the cake:
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Wisteria

Wisteria
Items needed to create this flower:















Basic Flower Making Equipment:
NL Flower Pro Ultimate Flower Veiner
NL Flower Pro Multi-Leaf Veiner
FMM Rose Petal Cutter Set (5)
NL Prairie Green Dust
Daffodil Yellow Dust
Royal Purple Dust
Wedgewood dust
Periwinkle Dust
Apple Green Dust
Chocolate Dust
28g, 22g & 20g green wire
Light green floral tape
Brown floral tape

FLOWER BUDS / CENTER
28g green wire, quarter-width Light
green floral tape, 4xHx4.
Brush floral tape bud in egg white, insert
into a No. 4 ball of white gumpaste.
Mold into 1/2” (13mm) cone shape, split
down one side with Companion Tool
form into a beak shape over your finger.
FIRST STAGE PETALS
Roll out gumpaste No.5 on Pasta Machine, cut out FMM RP1, cut petal about 2/3 down on
rounded end using Spring-Action Scissors and open up into a “heart-shape.” As you make
each one, place into the NL Multi-Flap. Once 5 have been completed place each of them
with the pointed end towards the middle on the main part of the NL Flower Pro Ultimate
Veiner. Place the second part of the veiner on top and press together using E-Z Press.
Remove from veiner one at a time and frill the edge on the soft black side of the Mini Pad
using the shaft of the Companion Tool, ball tool or large green stick.

Turn over petal and place onto cosmetic sponge, brush egg white around pointed end of
petal and attach into position like a “taco shell.”
SECOND STAGE PETALS
Roll out more gumpaste No.5 on Pasta Machine, cut out FMM RP1A, vein as First Stage
Petal, then turn over and soften edge, place onto round cosmetic sponge and vein down
center using needle end of Companion Tool. Turn back over and attach pointed end
around the First Stage. Peel back, and pinch to crete a reverse “taco.” Let dry.
Dust owers Daﬀodil Yellow on front side only in center, then Wedgewood/Periwinkle
(1 to 1 ratio) all over ower front and back, then royal purple on the edges and Prairie
Green at the base. Color buds the same, but no yellow on buds.
LEAVES
No. 5 ball of Moss Green gumpaste, brush eggwhite 3/4” (20mm) on the end of a 28g
Green Wire and slide ball onto wire, mold into carrot shape 3/4” (20mm) long. Flatten between thumb and nger then place on green (hard) side of the NL Mini Pad and roll down
the length of the leaf with NL Green Stick or NL Black Medium Pin.
Vein on NL Flower Pro Multi-Leaf Veiner, rub lightly some vegetable shortening (white fat)
or NL E-Z Release onto the right hand side of the veiner, lay the leaf on the tip of the
veiner with the wire in the center groove. Bring the left hand side of the veiner over and
press rmly around the edge. Remove and hollow base of leaf around needle tip end of
Companion Tool. Pinch into a slight "V" shape and bend wire to a curve, if desired. Let dry.
Assemble by taping the base of each leaf 1/2” (12mm) using quarter-width Light Green Floral Tape adding a 22g wire as you put into the last two leaves. Change out to half-width
Light Green Tape for 1” or 25mm then Brown Half-Width Floral Tape tapping down, up and
back down, then texture with scissors.
Dust Apple Green down center of leaves, then brush with NL Leaf Glaze or spray with
Edible Lacquer.
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Veiner. Place the second part of the veiner on top and press together using E-Z Press.
Remove from veiner one at a time and frill the edge on the soft black side of the Mini Pad
using the shaft of the Companion Tool, ball tool or large green stick.

Turn over petal and place onto cosmetic sponge, brush egg white around pointed end of
petal and attach into position like a “taco shell.”
SECOND STAGE PETALS
Roll out more gumpaste No.5 on Pasta Machine, cut out FMM RP1A, vein as First Stage
Petal, then turn over and soften edge, place onto round cosmetic sponge and vein down
center using needle end of Companion Tool. Turn back over and attach pointed end
around the First Stage. Peel back, and pinch to crete a reverse “taco.” Let dry.
Dust owers Daﬀodil Yellow on front side only in center, then Wedgewood/Periwinkle
(1 to 1 ratio) all over ower front and back, then royal purple on the edges and Prairie
Green at the base. Color buds the same, but no yellow on buds.
LEAVES
No. 5 ball of Moss Green gumpaste, brush eggwhite 3/4” (20mm) on the end of a 28g
Green Wire and slide ball onto wire, mold into carrot shape 3/4” (20mm) long. Flatten between thumb and nger then place on green (hard) side of the NL Mini Pad and roll down
the length of the leaf with NL Green Stick or NL Black Medium Pin.
Vein on NL Flower Pro Multi-Leaf Veiner, rub lightly some vegetable shortening (white fat)
or NL E-Z Release onto the right hand side of the veiner, lay the leaf on the tip of the
veiner with the wire in the center groove. Bring the left hand side of the veiner over and
press rmly around the edge. Remove and hollow base of leaf around needle tip end of
Companion Tool. Pinch into a slight "V" shape and bend wire to a curve, if desired. Let dry.
Assemble by taping the base of each leaf 1/2” (12mm) using quarter-width Light Green Floral Tape adding a 22g wire as you put into the last two leaves. Change out to half-width
Light Green Tape for 1” or 25mm then Brown Half-Width Floral Tape tapping down, up and
back down, then texture with scissors.
Dust Apple Green down center of leaves, then brush with NL Leaf Glaze or spray with
Edible Lacquer.
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VINES & ASSEMBLY:
Once the owers have been dusted, assemble as for the leaves. Take ower clusters and
leaves and wire them onto a 20g wire, going up and down 5 times. The thicker vine is created by taking a Kleenex tissue and start from one corner and twist into a cigar shape.
Tape as you go with full width brown oral tape taping up and down three to four times
and texture lightly with scissors. Attach at desired point, then twist around to form the
vine. Dust where the green and brown Floral Tape meet with Chocolate Dust and Chocolate Dust in areas of the vine. Once completed, steam the entire piece.

Wisteria

Vein on back
(outside)

www.nicholaslodge.com
Follow on Facebook at Chef Nicholas Lodge &
Flower Pro Facebook Group
Subscribe to the Nicholas Lodge YouTube Channel at:
YouTube.com/c/NicholasLodgeSchool
704.PUB Wisteria
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704.PUB Wisteria
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Cake Expo 2021
Presented by the International Cake Exploration Societe’
Omni Fort Worth Hotel, Fort Worth, TX

July 20-25, 2021
“ Strength & Hope”
EXPO RULES AND REGULATIONS
Sugar Art Gallery
1. Cake Expo 2021 takes inspiration for all of its events and activities from our host city, Fort Worth. For the
Sugar Art Gallery, we use the city’s own motto of “Strength & Hope”. This is a sharing Expo, not a contest.
There will be no judging. There is no fee to enter a cake or other display in the Cake Expo Sugar Art
Gallery.
2. After you arrive onsite and after registration, all entries must be set up for display in the Sugar Art
Gallery on Thursday, July 22, 2021 between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. NO entries will be accepted early.
Attendees arriving after Thursday will have their entries placed on a sharing table.
3. All Sugar Art display numbered stickers will be placed on the back of the Sugar Art display piece before
taking to the photo studio. The numbered sticker may be placed on the back of the cake stand, plate, or
border of the Sugar Art display if the base board is covered in a sugar medium. You will not be allowed to
place the numbered stickers on the front or sides of the Sugar Art displays.
4. Either real cake or dummies may be used. However, dummies must be of a design that can be
duplicated in an edible medium excluding accent pieces, such as ribbon and plastic columns and plates.
5. If doing a cookie display, cookies must be placed on a 10” board or larger and be a minimum of 6
cookies per display or if the cookie(s) is sculpted or measures larger than 8”x8” and will respectively fill a
10” display board.
6. Photographs of cakes will be allowed in cake room only when accompanied by an actual display piece
relating to said photograph
No Sugar Art Entrant Drawing tickets will be issued for photographs, only for actual displays.
–
Photographs must be in self-standing frame, maximum 8” x 10”.
–
–
Expo has the right to refuse any photograph that does not meet above standards, does not have
space available or they deem it not appropriate.

11. The Cake Expo Committee and ICES will assume no responsibility for damage to entries or for
personal items of any nature, lost or stolen at the Cake Expo.
12. All entries must be picked up after the Cake Expo between 5:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. on Sunday,
July 25, 2021. NO ENTRIES MAY BE PICKED UP PRIOR TO THIS TIME. Entries left after this time
will be disposed of if no other arrangements have been made for them.
13. Only persons who are setting up Sugar Art Displays will be allowed in the Sugar Art Gallery during
set-up times. Those not setting up or assisting in the set-up of a Sugar Display will be escorted from
the room.
14. No advertising of books, business cards, placards and no additional signage or advertising of any
kind will be allowed in the Sugar Art Gallery.
15. Each person bringing a display for the Sugar Art Gallery, meeting the Sugar art display
guidelines, will be given a Cake Display pin and/or Cake Display year bar.
16. To be eligible for the Sugar Art Entrant Drawings, entries must be secured on at least a 10"
display board. Each display should fit within a 30” x 30” table space and not to exceed 42” tall. If your
piece requires more space, you must contact the Sugar Art Gallery Manager at sugarartgallery@
cakeexpo.org no later than July 12, 2021. Each eligible entry will receive one chance for the Sugar
Art Entrant Drawing, UP TO A MAXIMUM OF 10 CHANCES PER PERSON. A tiered cake will receive
one chance for each tier that is on at least a 6" board. Each completed demonstrator's, hands on
class and certification display will be eligible for the Sugar Art Entrant Drawing, provided it meets all
other requirements. Ticket holders must be present at the time tickets are drawn and present valid ID
in order to receive the drawn prize(s). Drawings will be held at the Saturday Night ICES Awards and
Presentations. Attendees arriving after Thursday will have their entries placed on a sharing table and
these entries will not be eligible for the Sugar Art Entrant Drawing.

MEMBER'S SHARE
Michelle Marcsik, SC

7. Electricity will NOT be provided in the Sugar Art Gallery for cake displays. Anyone requiring electricity
will have to personally contact our Sugar Art Gallery Manager. A fee will be charged for electricity use.
8. A Media Release form and Display Description must accompany any entry(ies) sent or brought to the
Expo, or entry(ies) will not be displayed. An Educational release may also accompany if you would like
the piece used for educational/program purposes. Any photographs of the displays at the Cake Expo 2021
may not be reproduced for anything other than personal use without permission of the entrant.
9. The Cake Expo Committee reserves the right to remove any entry it considers to be in poor taste.
10. The Cake Expo is open to all sugar artists who want to share their art with others.
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THE

Cupcake
Corner

Maple Cream Cheese Frosting

by Diane Donahue, PA

¾ cup unsalted butter, room temp
8 oz full fat cream cheese, room temp
4 cups confectioner’s sugar, sifted
2 Tbsp pure maple syrup
Pinch of salt to taste
1.

Maple Bacon
Cupcakes

2.
3.
4.

In honor of National Pig Day, here are my Maple Bacon Cupcakes!
The secret sauce to these cupcakes is the Candied Bacon so let’s start there:
1 lb thick sliced bacon
1 cup light brown sugar, packed
7 Tbsp vinegar (rice, apple cider or white)
5 Tbsp pure maple syrup – the good stuff!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Preheat oven to 350.
Put a silicone mat inside a jelly roll pan and a cooling rack over that.
Lay bacon over the rack, close but not touching.
Bake for 10 min, flip and bake for another 5 min.
While that’s cooking mix brown sugar, maple syrup and vinegar.
Brush the sugar coating on the bacon and bake 5 more min.
Every 5 min flip the bacon and brush on more coating.
Continue about 8 times until it is cooked but not totally crispy. That will result in burned 		
bacon. It should be a little soft when done. When cool, the sugar coating will make them
crunchy.

Pipe frosting on cupcakes and garnish with the reserved bacon, cut into pieces.
Enjoy!

tips and trick
Cupcake Hints
•
•
•

Tip: as bacon cools it may stick to the cooling rack, so after partially cool, lift it away from the rack
and let it cool completely.
9.

Reserve half for garnishing the cupcakes. Chop the rest up in small pieces to put in the cup
cake batter.

Cake
Use your favorite vanilla cake recipe to make the batter
1.
2.
Stir in 2 Tbsp pure maple syrup and the chopped bacon in the batter.
3.
Bake as directed
30
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Beat butter and cream cheese until 			
completely combined.
Add confectioner’s sugar 1 cup at a time on
low speed.
Add maple syrup and salt.
Beat an additional 2-3 minutes on medium 		
high until fluffy.

•
•
•
•
•

Using a scoop (or scale) to fill the cupcake liners allows each cupcake to be the same size - at
least 2/3 full.
Keep the oven door closed until the time is done baking. Opening and closing the oven door can
cause the cupcakes to fall.
Don't cool the cupcakes in the pan. In fact, let them sit for just about a minute after baking, then
pull them from the pan. Leaving them in the pan will cause them to continue to cook, which will
dry them out. Not only that, but it'll keep the wrappers from getting soggy and separating from the
cupcake.
To get a good dome on your cupcakes, start the temperature at 400 degrees for 5 minutes, then
reduce to 350 degrees for 10 to 15 minutes or until the cupcakes are done.
Try putting a small layer of plain uncooked white rice in the bottom of your cupcake tins before
adding the liners. This will help to keep the bottoms from over browning.
Greaseproof liners will keep their colors.
Only fill the cupcake liners just before you place them in the oven. This will prevent moisture from
settling into the liners.
Use a Wilton® 1M tip to obtain a nice swirl. The 2D tip will make a nice rosette.
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Enjoy!
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Tip: as bacon cools it may stick to the cooling rack, so after partially cool, lift it away from the rack
and let it cool completely.
9.

Reserve half for garnishing the cupcakes. Chop the rest up in small pieces to put in the cup
cake batter.

Cake
Use your favorite vanilla cake recipe to make the batter
1.
2.
Stir in 2 Tbsp pure maple syrup and the chopped bacon in the batter.
3.
Bake as directed
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Beat butter and cream cheese until 			
completely combined.
Add confectioner’s sugar 1 cup at a time on
low speed.
Add maple syrup and salt.
Beat an additional 2-3 minutes on medium 		
high until fluffy.

•
•
•
•
•

Using a scoop (or scale) to fill the cupcake liners allows each cupcake to be the same size - at
least 2/3 full.
Keep the oven door closed until the time is done baking. Opening and closing the oven door can
cause the cupcakes to fall.
Don't cool the cupcakes in the pan. In fact, let them sit for just about a minute after baking, then
pull them from the pan. Leaving them in the pan will cause them to continue to cook, which will
dry them out. Not only that, but it'll keep the wrappers from getting soggy and separating from the
cupcake.
To get a good dome on your cupcakes, start the temperature at 400 degrees for 5 minutes, then
reduce to 350 degrees for 10 to 15 minutes or until the cupcakes are done.
Try putting a small layer of plain uncooked white rice in the bottom of your cupcake tins before
adding the liners. This will help to keep the bottoms from over browning.
Greaseproof liners will keep their colors.
Only fill the cupcake liners just before you place them in the oven. This will prevent moisture from
settling into the liners.
Use a Wilton® 1M tip to obtain a nice swirl. The 2D tip will make a nice rosette.
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COVID-19 Precautions and Policies for Cake Expo 2021

Face coverings may have an integrated transparent plastic panel to aid in viewing the wearer’s
mouth. These face coverings must:
• Be a fabric face covering featuring a solid plastic panel containing no openings that is attached to
the fabric on all sides using tight knit stitching
• Meet all face covering requirements listed above
The use of face coverings is not a substitute for physical distancing.

Physical Distancing

Temperature Screenings

Face Coverings

Physical Distancing:
Physical distancing measures may include:
Signage and Ground Markings: Please follow directional signage and ground markings, which have been
installed throughout Cake Expo 2021 to help Attendees better navigate common areas while practicing
physical distancing.
Training: Cake Expo 2021 Staff and Volunteers are trained to engage with Attendees and promote physical
distancing guidelines in common areas and queues.

An inherent risk of exposure to COVID-19 exists in any public place where people are present.
COVID-19 is an extremely contagious disease that can lead to severe illness and death. According
to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, senior citizens and those with underlying medical
conditions are especially vulnerable.
By visiting Cake Expo 2021 in Fort Worth, TX, you voluntarily assume all risks related to exposure to
COVID-19.
Help keep each other healthy.

Dear Bonnie -

Temperature Screening:
Temperature screenings will be required for entry into Cake Expo 2021.

Don't forget to submit your questions to

You will be required to undergo a temperature screening with no-touch thermometers before entry into
events and locations at Cake Expo 2021, including the Exhibition Hall, Hands on Classes and Demonstrations, General Membership Meeting, Annual Representatives Meeting, etc.

newsletter@ices.org with "Dear Bonnie" in

the subject line for any questions you may

Based on guidance from health authorities, anyone displaying a temperature of 100.4 F or above will not be
allowed entry; those in their party will not be allowed entry either.

want to get answered by our very own Ms.

Before you leave home, be sure to check the temperatures of everyone in your party—including yourself—
as an extra layer of precaution.

on to professionals in our industry to get

Bonnie! Bonnie will pass your questions
your question answered . Questions may

include: where do you get certain products,

Face Coverings:
Face coverings are required for all Members and Attendees, including those who have received a COVID-19
vaccine. Please bring your own face coverings and wear them at all times, except when dining (we will have
a vendor selling masks if you wish to purchase on site). You may remove your face covering while actively
eating or drinking, but you must be stationary and maintain appropriate physical distancing.
All face coverings (whether disposable or reusable) must:
•
•
•
•

Be made with at least 2 layers of breathable material
Fully cover the nose and mouth and secure under the chin
Fit snugly but comfortably against the side of the face
Be secured with ties or ear loops and allow the attendee to remain hands-free

how do you achieve various textures on your cake , recipes for the best

chocolate ganache , what type of tools are used for different techniques,

etc. They can even be questions such as how to start a homebakery, how
to organize your cutters, which products work best, how to deal with
unreasonable clients, etc.

We are looking forward to hearing from you!

At this time, based on guidance from health authorities, neck gaiters, open-chin triangle bandanas and face
coverings containing valves, mesh material or holes of any kind are not acceptable face coverings.
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COVID-19 Precautions and Policies for Cake Expo 2021

Face coverings may have an integrated transparent plastic panel to aid in viewing the wearer’s
mouth. These face coverings must:
• Be a fabric face covering featuring a solid plastic panel containing no openings that is attached to
the fabric on all sides using tight knit stitching
• Meet all face covering requirements listed above
The use of face coverings is not a substitute for physical distancing.

Physical Distancing

Temperature Screenings

Face Coverings

Physical Distancing:
Physical distancing measures may include:
Signage and Ground Markings: Please follow directional signage and ground markings, which have been
installed throughout Cake Expo 2021 to help Attendees better navigate common areas while practicing
physical distancing.
Training: Cake Expo 2021 Staff and Volunteers are trained to engage with Attendees and promote physical
distancing guidelines in common areas and queues.

An inherent risk of exposure to COVID-19 exists in any public place where people are present.
COVID-19 is an extremely contagious disease that can lead to severe illness and death. According
to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, senior citizens and those with underlying medical
conditions are especially vulnerable.
By visiting Cake Expo 2021 in Fort Worth, TX, you voluntarily assume all risks related to exposure to
COVID-19.
Help keep each other healthy.

Dear Bonnie -

Temperature Screening:
Temperature screenings will be required for entry into Cake Expo 2021.

Don't forget to submit your questions to

You will be required to undergo a temperature screening with no-touch thermometers before entry into
events and locations at Cake Expo 2021, including the Exhibition Hall, Hands on Classes and Demonstrations, General Membership Meeting, Annual Representatives Meeting, etc.

newsletter@ices.org with "Dear Bonnie" in

the subject line for any questions you may

Based on guidance from health authorities, anyone displaying a temperature of 100.4 F or above will not be
allowed entry; those in their party will not be allowed entry either.

want to get answered by our very own Ms.

Before you leave home, be sure to check the temperatures of everyone in your party—including yourself—
as an extra layer of precaution.

on to professionals in our industry to get

Bonnie! Bonnie will pass your questions
your question answered . Questions may

include: where do you get certain products,

Face Coverings:
Face coverings are required for all Members and Attendees, including those who have received a COVID-19
vaccine. Please bring your own face coverings and wear them at all times, except when dining (we will have
a vendor selling masks if you wish to purchase on site). You may remove your face covering while actively
eating or drinking, but you must be stationary and maintain appropriate physical distancing.
All face coverings (whether disposable or reusable) must:
•
•
•
•

Be made with at least 2 layers of breathable material
Fully cover the nose and mouth and secure under the chin
Fit snugly but comfortably against the side of the face
Be secured with ties or ear loops and allow the attendee to remain hands-free

how do you achieve various textures on your cake , recipes for the best

chocolate ganache , what type of tools are used for different techniques,

etc. They can even be questions such as how to start a homebakery, how
to organize your cutters, which products work best, how to deal with
unreasonable clients, etc.

We are looking forward to hearing from you!

At this time, based on guidance from health authorities, neck gaiters, open-chin triangle bandanas and face
coverings containing valves, mesh material or holes of any kind are not acceptable face coverings.
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We're currently looking for the following tutorials and/or sugar art samples for the following
themes! All submissions can be done online through the ICES website at:
https://ices.org/news-events/newsletter/
If you have questions feel free to email us at newsletter@ices.org.

2022

2022

LIVE RELAY CAKE
CHALLENGE
SATURDAY, JULY 24, 2021
DEADLINE TO ENTER IS JUNE 1, 2021
UP TO 5 TEAMS WILL BE CHOSEN!
VISIT WWW.CAKEEXPO.ORG TO
REGISTER TODAY!

TEAMS WILL CONSIST OF ONE APPLICANT DECORATOR AND ONE CELEBRITY DECORATOR.
THERE IS NO ENTRY FEE TO APPLY
CONPETITORS WILL BE CHOSEN AND NOTIFIED BY JULY 1, 2021

INTERNATIONAL CAKE EXPLORATION SOCIETE’
34
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Supplies
Cake Supplies

Basket Supplies

Fondant Flowers Supplies

• 20" oval ½" cake drum

• Gumpaste

• 34oz AUI Massa Americana white
fondant

• Something to mold your basket
in. I used my white bubble glass
TWHƃGFECPF[FKUJ

• Fondant in the amount and color
QH[QWTEJQKEGHQTHCPVCU[ƃQYGTU
I used AmeriColor™ Lemon Yellow,
Sky Blue, Violet, Soft Pink, Teal,
and Alan Tetreault Rose Pink

®

• 2 layer 16" oval shaped cake
• Buttercream Icing
• 64oz AUI®/CUUC#OGTKECPC,CFGKVG
• Fondant for the lattice, color of
your choice
• Marvelous Molds® Scalloped
Lattice Onlay Mold
• $WDDNG6GC5VTCYU NCTIGFKCOGVGT
UVTCYUWUGFHQTUWRRQTVU
• White compound coating or
candy melts

• Super Pearl luster dust to dust
your basket
• Baby Girl Sterling Pearl Dust by
)NQDCN5WICT#TV )5# QTVJG
dust of your choice for your
DCUMGVTWHƃGU

• Sugar Pearls and Nonpareils in
VJGEQNQTUQH[QWTEJQKEGHQTƃQYGT
centers. I used yellow, white,
DNWGCPFRKPM +CNUQWUGF
YJKVGPQPRCTGKNU

• Soft Pink fondant or the fondant
EQNQTQH[QWTEJQKEGHQTTWHƃGU
on the basket

• Piping gel
• Flower cutters of various sizes
and shapes

• Circle cutter in the size of your
choice for the basket size that
you create

• Luster dusts in the colors of your
EJQKEGVQFWUV[QWTƃQYGTU+WUGF
Country Kitchen Products™ %-™ 
Super Pearl and Canary Yellow.
I also used GSA Amethyst and
Baby Girl Sterling Pearl.

• Ball tool and foam pad to thin and
TWHƃGVJGHQPFCPVEKTENGUHQTTWHƃGU
• 1/8" foam core board
• White fondant to cover the foam
core base
• Lemon Extract
Chocolate Sugar Egg Supplies
• #PGIIOQNF+WUGFO[,'..1®
,KIINGTUOQNF;QWEQWNFOQNF
two halves and then stick them
together with melted chocolate
if you prefer.
• White compound coating or
candy melts
• (NQ%QCVWUGFVQOKZYKVJVJG
same colors of AmeriColor™ used,
to color compound coating or
candy melts
• Sanding Sugars in colors that
OCVEJQTEQORNKOGPV[QWTƃQYGTU
I used CK Products™ Lilac,
Raspberry Rose, Pastel Pink,
Teal and Pastel Yellow
• 1/8" foam core board
• White fondant to cover the
foam core base
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Rice Krispies® Treat (RKT®) Sculpted
Bunny Supplies

Rice Krispies® Treat (RKT®)
Sculpted Bunny Supplies

• 1/8" foam core board

• 1/8" foam core board

• White fondant to cover the foam
core base

• White fondant to cover the foam
core base

• Rice Krispies® Treats, store bought
or homemade

• Rice Krispies® Treats, store bought
or homemade

• Buttercream

• Buttercream

• Gumpaste for ears

• Gumpaste for ears

• 50/50 mix of modeling chocolate
and fondant

• 50/50 mix of modeling chocolate
and fondant

• Sculpting tools

• Sculpting tools

• Small amount of black fondant for
the eyes

• Small amount of black fondant
for the eyes

• GSA Cocoa, Chocolate, Caramel,
and Chestnut petal dust. Or petal
dusts in the color that you would
like your bunny to be.

• GSA Cocoa, Chocolate, Caramel,
and Chestnut petal dust. Or petal
dusts in the color that you would
like your bunny to be.

• Mixture of corn syrup and lemon
extract used to create the realistic
shine on the bunny eyes and nose.

• Mixture of corn syrup and lemon
extract used to create the realistic
shine on the bunny eyes and nose.

• Fondant for the bunny bow in
the color of your choice. I used
AmeriColor™ Teal.

• Fondant for the bunny bow in
the color of your choice. I used
AmeriColor™ Teal.

• Gum glue

• Gum glue

• Rectangle cutter set

• Rectangle cutter set
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Basket
Step1: Roll a piece of gumpaste about
1/4 " thick and large enough to fit your
basket mold of choice.

1
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Step 2: Lay the fondant into the mold
and quickly shape it as you desire.
Step 3: Use an X-ACTO® knife to
trim the unwanted edges. Work quickly
since gumpaste dries quickly. You
might find it helpful to cover part of
your basket with plastic wrap while you
work on the other part. Let the basket
dry uncovered until it hardens.
Step 4: While the basket dries, roll
fondant and cut fondant circles in the
size and color of your choice for ruffles.
I used soft pink. Thin and ruffle the
edges of your circles on a foam pad
with a ball tool. Grab the center of the
circle in one hand and gently squeeze
the circle together up towards the
ruffled edges creating a stem. Leave the
frilly edges open together at the other
end. Lay the frilly ruffle down and
flatten the stem end slightly so that it
will easily adhere to your basket. Let
the frilly ruffles dry.
Basket with Ruffles and Flowers

Step 8: Using the cutters, fondant colors, luster dusts and
sugar pearls of your choice, create flowers that will match
or compliment your chocolate eggs. I cut pink daisies and
used water to glue white hand rolled centers in the middle.
I dusted them with some super pearl luster dust.

Step 5: Mix Super Pearl luster dust
and extract to create a paint. Paint your
dried basket with it. Using water to
glue the dried ruffle frills to the back
edges of your basket.
Step 6: Glue a small flower to the
center of the stem of the ruffle frill
stem that you attached to the back of
the basket. My flowers were pink.
Step 7: Glue a pink sugar pearl to the
center of the pink flower. Continue
around the entire perimeter of your
basket. Cut a piece of foam core board
as a base for your basket. Cover it with
white fondant and let dry.
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Flowers
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Step 9: I cut yellow roses using the FMM Easiest
Rose Ever Cutter and dusted them with canary yellow
luster dust.
Step 10: I made some teal, five heart petal flowers, used
water to glue a smaller five petal flower in the center with
a blue sugar pearl. I dusted them with super pearl luster
dust.
Step 11: I made some larger purple five petal flowers
and water glued a darker smaller purple flower into the
center. I added a rolled white piece of fondant, covered it
in piping gel and nonpareils to the center of the smaller

25

darker purple flower. I made small pink daisies with a pink
sugar pearl in the center and dusted them with Baby Girl
Sterling Pearl luster dust.
Chocolate Sugar Eggs
Step 12: I used Flo-Coat with my AmeriColor™ food
colors so that I could color my eggs the same color as my
flowers. When Flo-coat is added to your AmeriColor™
soft gel paste you can use it to color your white compound
coating or candy melts. Without Flo-Coat, you must use
an oil-based candy coloring. Melt enough candy melt or
compound coating, in the color of your choice, to fill your
egg mold. To set the chocolate more quickly, pop it into
your freeze for a few minutes.
Step 13: Cover your chocolate egg in piping gel and then
roll it in a matching color of sanding sugar. My eggs were
covered in CK™ lilac, raspberry rose, pastel pink, teal,
and pastel yellow. If you match the compound coating or
candy melts color to the sanding sugar, you will not see
ICES Newsletter / March 2021
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size and color of your choice for ruffles.
I used soft pink. Thin and ruffle the
edges of your circles on a foam pad
with a ball tool. Grab the center of the
circle in one hand and gently squeeze
the circle together up towards the
ruffled edges creating a stem. Leave the
frilly edges open together at the other
end. Lay the frilly ruffle down and
flatten the stem end slightly so that it
will easily adhere to your basket. Let
the frilly ruffles dry.
Basket with Ruffles and Flowers

Step 8: Using the cutters, fondant colors, luster dusts and
sugar pearls of your choice, create flowers that will match
or compliment your chocolate eggs. I cut pink daisies and
used water to glue white hand rolled centers in the middle.
I dusted them with some super pearl luster dust.

Step 5: Mix Super Pearl luster dust
and extract to create a paint. Paint your
dried basket with it. Using water to
glue the dried ruffle frills to the back
edges of your basket.
Step 6: Glue a small flower to the
center of the stem of the ruffle frill
stem that you attached to the back of
the basket. My flowers were pink.
Step 7: Glue a pink sugar pearl to the
center of the pink flower. Continue
around the entire perimeter of your
basket. Cut a piece of foam core board
as a base for your basket. Cover it with
white fondant and let dry.
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Step 9: I cut yellow roses using the FMM Easiest
Rose Ever Cutter and dusted them with canary yellow
luster dust.
Step 10: I made some teal, five heart petal flowers, used
water to glue a smaller five petal flower in the center with
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center. I added a rolled white piece of fondant, covered it
in piping gel and nonpareils to the center of the smaller
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darker purple flower. I made small pink daisies with a pink
sugar pearl in the center and dusted them with Baby Girl
Sterling Pearl luster dust.
Chocolate Sugar Eggs
Step 12: I used Flo-Coat with my AmeriColor™ food
colors so that I could color my eggs the same color as my
flowers. When Flo-coat is added to your AmeriColor™
soft gel paste you can use it to color your white compound
coating or candy melts. Without Flo-Coat, you must use
an oil-based candy coloring. Melt enough candy melt or
compound coating, in the color of your choice, to fill your
egg mold. To set the chocolate more quickly, pop it into
your freeze for a few minutes.
Step 13: Cover your chocolate egg in piping gel and then
roll it in a matching color of sanding sugar. My eggs were
covered in CK™ lilac, raspberry rose, pastel pink, teal,
and pastel yellow. If you match the compound coating or
candy melts color to the sanding sugar, you will not see
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spots where the sugar did not adhere. The piping gel did
work really well with the sanding sugar so I really didn't
have that problem anyway. Let the sugared eggs dry.
Step 14: Using your oval pan as a guide, decide how you
want to your basket, eggs, flowers to sit on your cake. Cut
a piece of 1/8" foam core board in the shape of how you'd
like the eggs and flowers to flow. Cover it with white
fondant and let dry.
Sculpted Bunny
Step 15: Hand sculpt the bunny ears using gumpaste.
Gently twist skewers through the centers. It might help to
weigh your two pieces of gumpaste on a food scale so that
the ears will match in size. Let them dry while you work
on the body. Hand sculpt the bunny body using RKT®.
A photo or a 3d replica might help for reference as your
sculpt. Make sure to create sockets for your bunny eyes.
Cover your RKT® bunny with a thin coat of buttercream.
Attach the ears with buttercream. Cut a base for your
bunny out of 1/8" foam core board and cover it with
fondant. Attach your bunny to your base using melted
compound coating/candy melts or royal icing. Put your
bunny in the fridge to chill.
Step 16: After the RKT® and buttercream harden; cover
the bunny using a 50/50 mix of white modeling chocolate
and fondant. Use sculpting tools to create fur and facial
features as you sculpt. Roll two equal sizes of black fondant
for the bunny eyes and attach with water. Use a small strip
of fondant to encase the pupil and another strip to create
the lid area of the eyes. Dust with various shades of brown
petal dust. Paint eyes and nose with a mixture of corn
syrup and extract for a realistic wet look.
Step 17: Dissolve a small amount of gumpaste in water
to create gum glue. I used teal fondant to create a bow for
my bunny. I also used a set of rectangle cutters to help
me make the bow quickly but you can just use a ruler.
Cut strips for the bow loops and create the pleats by
folding the fondant up, then down and squeezing the
folds together. Fold the loop in half; put a piece of rolled
parchment inside the loop, and pinch the ends together at
what will be the center of the bow. Do this for both sides.
Gum glue the center together with a small strip of fondant.
Fold the edges to the back of the strip creating a seam
before attaching it around the center of the bow.

spots where the sugar did not adhere. The piping gel did
work really well with the sanding sugar so I really didn't
have that problem anyway. Let the sugared eggs dry.

Step 14: Using your oval pan as a guide, decide how you
want to your basket, eggs, flowers to sit on your cake. Cut
a piece of 1/8" foam core board in the shape of how you'd
like the eggs and flowers to flow. Cover it with white
fondant and let dry.
Sculpted Bunny

Step 15: Hand sculpt the bunny ears using gumpaste.
Gently twist skewers through the centers. It might help to
weigh your two pieces of gumpaste on a food scale so that
the ears will match in size. Let them dry while you work
on the body. Hand sculpt the bunny body using RKT®.
A photo or a 3d replica might help for reference as your
sculpt. Make sure to create sockets for your bunny eyes.
Cover your RKT® bunny with a thin coat of buttercream.
Attach the ears with buttercream. Cut a base for your
bunny out of 1/8" foam core board and cover it with
fondant. Attach your bunny to your base using melted
compound coating/candy melts or royal icing. Put your
bunny in the fridge to chill.

both sides to create a pleat. Then cut a "V" out of the
bottom edge giving it a finished ribbon look. Do the same
for both sides. Flatten the top of each strip pleat slightly
and gum glue the two strips together on the pleat edge.
Step 19: Then gum glue the strips to the bow loops. Roll
strips of parchment to place under the ribbon to add some
movement to the bow. Let the bow dry.

Step 20: Cut a strip of fondant. Fold the edges to the back,
creating a seam. Glue the strip to the bunny's neck with
the seam side down.
Step 21: Using gum glue attach the dried bow to the
bunny’s neck.
Cake Preparation

Step 22: Cover your cake drum with white fondant. Let it
dry. Cover your cake with buttercream and fondant.

Step 18: To create the ends of the bow ribbon, cut two
equal size strips. Fold the top edge up and then down on
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Step 16: After the RKT® and buttercream harden; cover
the bunny using a 50/50 mix of white modeling chocolate
and fondant. Use sculpting tools to create fur and facial
features as you sculpt. Roll two equal sizes of black fondant
for the bunny eyes and attach with water. Use a small strip
of fondant to encase the pupil and another strip to create
the lid area of the eyes. Dust with various shades of brown
petal dust. Paint eyes and nose with a mixture of corn
syrup and extract for a realistic wet look.

Step 23: I used Marvelous Mold's® scalloped lattice Onlay
to give my cake a basket design.

Step 24: For my method, cover your cake with a light
coating of shortening. I found that this made their mold
stick to my cake and I also didn't need to add Tylose to my
fondant as they suggested. I'm going to share their method
here though because that might work better for you. It is
suggested that you stiffen your fondant with Tylose, CMC,
or powdered sugar. Your fondant needs to be rolled out
thin, about 1/16 inch thickness using a rolling pin or to
a #2 using your pasta attachment roller. Dust your Onlay
with confectioner's sugar. Lay your rolled piece of fondant
on your Onlay mold. Run your hands gently over the
entire mold using the warmth of your hands to help
transfer the mold design to the fondant. Then use your
rolling pin roll across the Onlay mold lightly, using short
strokes back and forth. This helps the blade around the
edge of the Onlay to cut the excess fondant away. For
your adhesive, Marvelous Molds® suggests mixing 3 parts
corn syrup to 1 part water. Gently loosen the edges of
the fondant from the Onlay by stretching them slightly.
Using a tool that will not damage your Onlay remove the
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Step 17: Dissolve a small amount of gumpaste in water
to create gum glue. I used teal fondant to create a bow for
my bunny. I also used a set of rectangle cutters to help
me make the bow quickly but you can just use a ruler.
Cut strips for the bow loops and create the pleats by
folding the fondant up, then down and squeezing the
folds together. Fold the loop in half; put a piece of rolled

both sides to create a pleat. Then cut a "V" out of the
bottom edge giving it a finished ribbon look. Do the same
for both sides. Flatten the top of each strip pleat slightly
and gum glue the two strips together on the pleat edge.
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Step 19: Then gum glue the strips to the bow loops. Roll
strips of parchment to place under the ribbon to add some
movement to the bow. Let the bow dry.
Step 20: Cut a strip of fondant. Fold the edges to the back,
creating a seam. Glue the strip to the bunny's neck with
the seam side down.
Step 21: Using gum glue attach the dried bow to the
bunny’s neck.
Cake Preparation

Cake Completion

Step 22: Cover your cake drum with white fondant. Let it
dry. Cover your cake with buttercream and fondant.

Step 26: Attach your ruffled basket to its base using melted
compound coating or candy melts.

Step 23: I used Marvelous Mold's® scalloped lattice Onlay
to give my cake a basket design.

Step 27: Using Bubble Tea Straws, measure and cut
supports for the basket, flowing eggs and flowers, and
bunny. Push them down into the cake under the foam
core supports. Attach the eggs, bunny and basket to the
cake using melted white compound coating or candy melts.

Step 24: For my method, cover your cake with a light
coating of shortening. I found that this made their mold
stick to my cake and I also didn't need to add Tylose to my
fondant as they suggested. I'm going to share their method
here though because that might work better for you. It is
suggested that you stiffen your fondant with Tylose, CMC,
or powdered sugar. Your fondant needs to be rolled out
thin, about 1/16 inch thickness using a rolling pin or to
a #2 using your pasta attachment roller. Dust your Onlay
with confectioner's sugar. Lay your rolled piece of fondant
on your Onlay mold. Run your hands gently over the
entire mold using the warmth of your hands to help
transfer the mold design to the fondant. Then use your
rolling pin roll across the Onlay mold lightly, using short
strokes back and forth. This helps the blade around the
edge of the Onlay to cut the excess fondant away. For
your adhesive, Marvelous Molds® suggests mixing 3 parts
corn syrup to 1 part water. Gently loosen the edges of
the fondant from the Onlay by stretching them slightly.
Using a tool that will not damage your Onlay remove the
center portions of the scallops. Align the bottom edge
of your Onlay with the bottom edge of the cake. Using
your hands, gently press the Onlay to the cake so that the
fondant adheres to the cake. Carefully peel the Onlay back
from the cake without stretching the design and making
certain that it sticks as you go. Continue around the entire
perimeter of the cake.
Step 25: Use piping gel to glue pink pearls to the points
on the scallops.
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Step 28: Attach flowers to the basket, eggs, flowing
around the top of the cake and around the perimeter of
the base border of the cake using white compound coating
or candy melts.
About the Author:
Chantal Fairbourn is the owner and sugar artist at
Chantal's Cakes and Desserts in Draper, Utah. Artistic
creativity has been a part of her life for as long as she can
remember. Her passion for creativity and art was ignited
D[CHCVJGTUMKNNGFKPVJGƂPGCTVUCPFCOQVJGTUMKNNGFKP
ECMGFGEQTCVKPIRCUVTKGUCPFƃQYGTCTTCPIKPI5JGJCU
taken the combined talents infused in her by her parents
to the sugar art world.
She has created cakes and sugar art confections for over
27 years. Making cakes for friends and family began as
a hobby. As her circle of love grew with a husband and
four boys, so did the number of cakes and confections
that she made for them. Her professional pursuits as an
GPVTGRTGPGWTDGICPKPVJTQWIJYQTFQHOQWVJCHVGT
making a wedding cake for a friend's daughter.
Chantal's work has been featured in Cake Central
magazine, CakesDecor, and Utah Bride Blog.
She has been Utah's ICES Representative since 2013.
She enjoys sharing her sugar art passion with others
through demos, classes, and videos. Chantal loves that
with the sugar arts there is always something new to
learn, adventures to pursue and friends to share it all with!
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spots where the sugar did not adhere. The piping gel did
work really well with the sanding sugar so I really didn't
have that problem anyway. Let the sugared eggs dry.
Step 14: Using your oval pan as a guide, decide how you
want to your basket, eggs, flowers to sit on your cake. Cut
a piece of 1/8" foam core board in the shape of how you'd
like the eggs and flowers to flow. Cover it with white
fondant and let dry.
Sculpted Bunny
Step 15: Hand sculpt the bunny ears using gumpaste.
Gently twist skewers through the centers. It might help to
weigh your two pieces of gumpaste on a food scale so that
the ears will match in size. Let them dry while you work
on the body. Hand sculpt the bunny body using RKT®.
A photo or a 3d replica might help for reference as your
sculpt. Make sure to create sockets for your bunny eyes.
Cover your RKT® bunny with a thin coat of buttercream.
Attach the ears with buttercream. Cut a base for your
bunny out of 1/8" foam core board and cover it with
fondant. Attach your bunny to your base using melted
compound coating/candy melts or royal icing. Put your
bunny in the fridge to chill.
Step 16: After the RKT® and buttercream harden; cover
the bunny using a 50/50 mix of white modeling chocolate
and fondant. Use sculpting tools to create fur and facial
features as you sculpt. Roll two equal sizes of black fondant
for the bunny eyes and attach with water. Use a small strip
of fondant to encase the pupil and another strip to create
the lid area of the eyes. Dust with various shades of brown
petal dust. Paint eyes and nose with a mixture of corn
syrup and extract for a realistic wet look.
Step 17: Dissolve a small amount of gumpaste in water
to create gum glue. I used teal fondant to create a bow for
my bunny. I also used a set of rectangle cutters to help
me make the bow quickly but you can just use a ruler.
Cut strips for the bow loops and create the pleats by
folding the fondant up, then down and squeezing the
folds together. Fold the loop in half; put a piece of rolled
parchment inside the loop, and pinch the ends together at
what will be the center of the bow. Do this for both sides.
Gum glue the center together with a small strip of fondant.
Fold the edges to the back of the strip creating a seam
before attaching it around the center of the bow.

spots where the sugar did not adhere. The piping gel did
work really well with the sanding sugar so I really didn't
have that problem anyway. Let the sugared eggs dry.

Step 14: Using your oval pan as a guide, decide how you
want to your basket, eggs, flowers to sit on your cake. Cut
a piece of 1/8" foam core board in the shape of how you'd
like the eggs and flowers to flow. Cover it with white
fondant and let dry.
Sculpted Bunny

Step 15: Hand sculpt the bunny ears using gumpaste.
Gently twist skewers through the centers. It might help to
weigh your two pieces of gumpaste on a food scale so that
the ears will match in size. Let them dry while you work
on the body. Hand sculpt the bunny body using RKT®.
A photo or a 3d replica might help for reference as your
sculpt. Make sure to create sockets for your bunny eyes.
Cover your RKT® bunny with a thin coat of buttercream.
Attach the ears with buttercream. Cut a base for your
bunny out of 1/8" foam core board and cover it with
fondant. Attach your bunny to your base using melted
compound coating/candy melts or royal icing. Put your
bunny in the fridge to chill.

both sides to create a pleat. Then cut a "V" out of the
bottom edge giving it a finished ribbon look. Do the same
for both sides. Flatten the top of each strip pleat slightly
and gum glue the two strips together on the pleat edge.
Step 19: Then gum glue the strips to the bow loops. Roll
strips of parchment to place under the ribbon to add some
movement to the bow. Let the bow dry.

Step 20: Cut a strip of fondant. Fold the edges to the back,
creating a seam. Glue the strip to the bunny's neck with
the seam side down.
Step 21: Using gum glue attach the dried bow to the
bunny’s neck.
Cake Preparation

Step 22: Cover your cake drum with white fondant. Let it
dry. Cover your cake with buttercream and fondant.

Step 18: To create the ends of the bow ribbon, cut two
equal size strips. Fold the top edge up and then down on
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Step 16: After the RKT® and buttercream harden; cover
the bunny using a 50/50 mix of white modeling chocolate
and fondant. Use sculpting tools to create fur and facial
features as you sculpt. Roll two equal sizes of black fondant
for the bunny eyes and attach with water. Use a small strip
of fondant to encase the pupil and another strip to create
the lid area of the eyes. Dust with various shades of brown
petal dust. Paint eyes and nose with a mixture of corn
syrup and extract for a realistic wet look.

Step 23: I used Marvelous Mold's® scalloped lattice Onlay
to give my cake a basket design.

Step 24: For my method, cover your cake with a light
coating of shortening. I found that this made their mold
stick to my cake and I also didn't need to add Tylose to my
fondant as they suggested. I'm going to share their method
here though because that might work better for you. It is
suggested that you stiffen your fondant with Tylose, CMC,
or powdered sugar. Your fondant needs to be rolled out
thin, about 1/16 inch thickness using a rolling pin or to
a #2 using your pasta attachment roller. Dust your Onlay
with confectioner's sugar. Lay your rolled piece of fondant
on your Onlay mold. Run your hands gently over the
entire mold using the warmth of your hands to help
transfer the mold design to the fondant. Then use your
rolling pin roll across the Onlay mold lightly, using short
strokes back and forth. This helps the blade around the
edge of the Onlay to cut the excess fondant away. For
your adhesive, Marvelous Molds® suggests mixing 3 parts
corn syrup to 1 part water. Gently loosen the edges of
the fondant from the Onlay by stretching them slightly.
Using a tool that will not damage your Onlay remove the
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Step 17: Dissolve a small amount of gumpaste in water
to create gum glue. I used teal fondant to create a bow for
my bunny. I also used a set of rectangle cutters to help
me make the bow quickly but you can just use a ruler.
Cut strips for the bow loops and create the pleats by
folding the fondant up, then down and squeezing the
folds together. Fold the loop in half; put a piece of rolled

both sides to create a pleat. Then cut a "V" out of the
bottom edge giving it a finished ribbon look. Do the same
for both sides. Flatten the top of each strip pleat slightly
and gum glue the two strips together on the pleat edge.
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Step 19: Then gum glue the strips to the bow loops. Roll
strips of parchment to place under the ribbon to add some
movement to the bow. Let the bow dry.
Step 20: Cut a strip of fondant. Fold the edges to the back,
creating a seam. Glue the strip to the bunny's neck with
the seam side down.
Step 21: Using gum glue attach the dried bow to the
bunny’s neck.
Cake Preparation

Cake Completion

Step 22: Cover your cake drum with white fondant. Let it
dry. Cover your cake with buttercream and fondant.

Step 26: Attach your ruffled basket to its base using melted
compound coating or candy melts.

Step 23: I used Marvelous Mold's® scalloped lattice Onlay
to give my cake a basket design.

Step 27: Using Bubble Tea Straws, measure and cut
supports for the basket, flowing eggs and flowers, and
bunny. Push them down into the cake under the foam
core supports. Attach the eggs, bunny and basket to the
cake using melted white compound coating or candy melts.

Step 24: For my method, cover your cake with a light
coating of shortening. I found that this made their mold
stick to my cake and I also didn't need to add Tylose to my
fondant as they suggested. I'm going to share their method
here though because that might work better for you. It is
suggested that you stiffen your fondant with Tylose, CMC,
or powdered sugar. Your fondant needs to be rolled out
thin, about 1/16 inch thickness using a rolling pin or to
a #2 using your pasta attachment roller. Dust your Onlay
with confectioner's sugar. Lay your rolled piece of fondant
on your Onlay mold. Run your hands gently over the
entire mold using the warmth of your hands to help
transfer the mold design to the fondant. Then use your
rolling pin roll across the Onlay mold lightly, using short
strokes back and forth. This helps the blade around the
edge of the Onlay to cut the excess fondant away. For
your adhesive, Marvelous Molds® suggests mixing 3 parts
corn syrup to 1 part water. Gently loosen the edges of
the fondant from the Onlay by stretching them slightly.
Using a tool that will not damage your Onlay remove the
center portions of the scallops. Align the bottom edge
of your Onlay with the bottom edge of the cake. Using
your hands, gently press the Onlay to the cake so that the
fondant adheres to the cake. Carefully peel the Onlay back
from the cake without stretching the design and making
certain that it sticks as you go. Continue around the entire
perimeter of the cake.
Step 25: Use piping gel to glue pink pearls to the points
on the scallops.
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Step 28: Attach flowers to the basket, eggs, flowing
around the top of the cake and around the perimeter of
the base border of the cake using white compound coating
or candy melts.
About the Author:
Chantal Fairbourn is the owner and sugar artist at
Chantal's Cakes and Desserts in Draper, Utah. Artistic
creativity has been a part of her life for as long as she can
remember. Her passion for creativity and art was ignited
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taken the combined talents infused in her by her parents
to the sugar art world.
She has created cakes and sugar art confections for over
27 years. Making cakes for friends and family began as
a hobby. As her circle of love grew with a husband and
four boys, so did the number of cakes and confections
that she made for them. Her professional pursuits as an
GPVTGRTGPGWTDGICPKPVJTQWIJYQTFQHOQWVJCHVGT
making a wedding cake for a friend's daughter.
Chantal's work has been featured in Cake Central
magazine, CakesDecor, and Utah Bride Blog.
She has been Utah's ICES Representative since 2013.
She enjoys sharing her sugar art passion with others
through demos, classes, and videos. Chantal loves that
with the sugar arts there is always something new to
learn, adventures to pursue and friends to share it all with!
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Hey kids! Isn't Easter one of the funnest holidays?! First, it comes in the Spring, and I love the Spring. The
trees start to grow leaves and the weather starts getting nice so you can play outside! And...don't forget about
the delicious chocolate bunnies!
This tutorial was sent to me and I thought it would be perfect for you! I hope you have a great time making
these bunnies out of cupcakes...you might even make some chocolate!
CUPCAKE EASTER BUNNY
					
1. Remove the paper from a cupcake and trim the cupcake level. Turn the cupcake upside down.
2. Attach a marshmallow to the top with a toothpick or a piece of uncooked spaghetti or small pretzel stick,
forming a head and body.
3. Use a star piping tip to cover the head and body with icing.
4. Add the eyes, nose, mouth and whiskers.
5. From lightweight cardboard, cut ears and stick into the head. The ears can be covered with icing or left
plain. (You could even cut them out
of fondant, but they would need to dry
overnight so they will stand up.
I hope you have a super Easter and you
have a great time making bunnies!! Not
only that, but think about what other
animals could you making using this
same technique. My list goes on and on!
~Sherri

**Submitter unknown - from FL Newsletter - Sweet
Talk. Drawings by Roland Winbeckler
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From Our Kitchens to Yours
Recipe Name: WALKER FARM CAKE
Morrison, NC
From: Rhonda
		

Ingredients:
• 1 box lemon cake mix (just the mix)
• 1 small box instant lemon pudding
• 1/2 cup oil
• 4 eggs
• 1 cup sour cream
• 1 cup blueberries - washed and drained
Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
Bake for 35 to 40 minutes.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Combine lemon cake mix, pudding, oil, milk, eggs and sour cream.
Mix until smooth.
Fold in blueberries.
Pour batter into a greased and floured bundt pan.
Let cool in pan for 10 minutes.
Flip pan over on a plate and allow to cool for at least 30 minutes.

Optional:
Coat with a powdered sugar glaze.
Powdered Sugar Glaze:
• 1 1/2 cups bag powdered sugar
• 3 Tablespoons lemon juice

From Our Kitchens to Yours
			PICKIN'
PIG CAKE
Recipe Name:
From: 		
Rhonda Morrison, NC

		

In honor of National Pig Day!

CAKE BATTER
• 1 box butter cake mix
• 1/2 cup oil
• 4 eggs
• 11 ounces mandarin oranges (not drained)
• 1 cup nuts
• 1/2 cup coconut
TOPPING
• 12 ounces whipped topping
• 1 large box vanilla instant pudding
• 8 ounces can crushed pineapple (not drained)
• 1/2 to 1 cup nuts
• 1/2 to 1 cup coconut
INSTRUCTIONS
Mix cake batter ingredients until combined.
1.
2.
Pour into greased baking pan and bake at 350 degrees for 25 minutes (do not overbake).
3.
Make sure cake is ice cold before putting your frosting on.
Fold ingredient for topping until combined.
4.
5.
Keep refrigerated once frosted.

Whisk ingredients together until desired consistency is reached.
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OUR VENDORS
(To be directed to the Vendor's websites, click on the icons!)
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Dates to
Remember
DATE

EVENT

Today
January
15th

All Competition
Registration Open
Instructor
Applications Due

March
25th

Class Schedules
Available

April
1st

Early Bird Expo
Registration Opens

May
15th

Early Bird
Registration Ends

May
16th
June
1st
June
20th

Regular Expo
Registration Opens
Relay Challenge
Registration Ends
Online Expo
Registration Closes

July
1st
July
20th

Wedding Cake
Competition Closes

July
21st

Sugar Art Runway
Competition Closes

July
25th

Expo Ends
Travel Safely!

Arrive in
Fort Worth!

JULY 20 - 25, 2021

Visit CakeExpo.org for updates and additional information.
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LOOKING BACK... to March 2013

A

"Keepsake Plaque" is an innovation of Diane's where
a cardboard circle is covered with fondant, decorated
and put on top of a cake to be kept as a remembrance
of the special occasion. These are also good for displays of
your work and for customer purchase.
What is "Puffed Embroidery"? This is an innovative
technique that Diane developed in 1984. To create the
"puffed effect" a tool is used to make impression lines to show
the separate areas of the designs, as the areas are created the
centers "puff up". The "embroidery effect" is created with
tools and cutters to give a "simulated embroidery effect".
There are other various components of this technique such
as the "attached ruffle", the "dig-in ruffle", various flower
designs, "popup flowers", "outward" hearts and leaves, and
several more.
One of Diane's ways of creating a blend of color is to put a bit
of each of the colored fondant into the other colors. In this
tutorial, Diane has blended a light pink with the yellow and a
darker pink with the same shade of yellow fondant. This puts
the colored fondants all in the "same family".
Instructions:
1. Grease the top and back side edges of an 8" cardboard
circle with white shortening (Crisco™) and set aside.
2. Mix together light pink fondant and light yellow fondant
to create a peach colored fondant.
3. Roll out the peach fondant to about 1/8" in height in the
shape of a circle that is slightly larger than the 8"
cardboard circle.
4. Put some cornstarch on your hands.
5. Using a "circular motion" smooth the top with the palm
of your hand.
6. Lift this fondant and place it on top of the 8"
greased circle.
7. Again, with cornstarch on your hands, smooth the top
with the palm of your hand to smooth and adhere.
8. Gently use your finger to smooth and adhere the fondant
to the side areas.
9. Place the 8" fondant-covered circle on top of a larger
50
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circle to make it
easier to flip.

p

by Diane Shavkin, NY

10. Place a smooth,
flat board on top of
the 8" circle and
flip the circle over.
11. Carefully, bend
the "extended"
fondant over the top edge of the board's back and press
to adhere.
12. Flip and remove the larger board in order for the top of
the fondant-covered board to now be showing.
Note: This method of the extra, smooth, flat board makes it easier
to flip and not mess up your fondant.
13. Press a scalloped cutter into the fondant and remove this
piece. Replace this with a yellow fondant scalloped shape.
14. Cut out the basket shape with a cutter and remove
this piece.
15. Add a darker pink to some yellow fondant and blend by
working/kneading the fondant.
16. Roll out this pink and yellow fondant to about 1/8" thick.
17. Use the Easter basket cutter to cut out the shape and lay
it onto your work surface.
18. Use a basketweave impression mat to make the embossed
impression on the basket area.
19. Place this basket shape in the cut out area of the plaque.
Note: You may have to remove a bit of the side of the basket
weaved area to be sure the basket fits.
20. Cover the basket with a piece of plastic wrap to keep it
from drying and set aside.
21. Use the tip of the "Foot Tool" that Diane introduced
to the sugar art world in 1984 to make the "puffed
embroidery impressions".

22. Go back to working on the plaque by placing the tip of
the "Foot Tool" on the indented scalloped line with the
point facing the center of the board.
23. Do this to the entire scalloped area.
24. Place the tip of the "Foot Tool" so that it now faces away
from the center of the board, and repeat the "pressing
down" method.
25. This method creates the "puffed area".
26. To create the flowers:
a. Use a cutter and press it into the fondant in the
center of each scallop.
b. Make a little indentation hold in the center of
each flower which will be your guide for making
the petals.

32. Place the "Foot Tool", facing the center of the basket,
on the outside indentations of the basket shape and
create the "puffing".

c. To divide each of the petals, use an angular
knife and press inward toward the hole of each
of the flowers.

33. Let the fondant dry well prior to painting, which should
be at least overnight.

d. Use the largest of the set of Diane's double ball
stylus tools (or whatever you have on hand) and
make a hole impression.

Painting:
Diane finds that a combination of "Silver Cloud" lemon
extract and "Sugarpaste Crystal Colors and Sugarpaste
Crystallized Pearl Colors" work best for her.

e. Use the flat part of the "Foot Tool" with the tip
of the foot facing a bit downward toward the hole
and press gently on each petal to create a trumpet
type of flower.
27. Remove the plastic from the top of the basket.

1. Diane used "Fairy Pink Sugarpaste Crystallized Pearl
Color" for her petal flowers and bow. She sometime starts
with the "Fairy Pink" and adds other shades of pink to get
a darker shade or color that will end up in the "same family"
because all the colors are with the same base: "Fairy Pink".

28. Use the "Foot Tool" to create the "Puffed Embroidery
Technique" areas for the bow, tails and eggs as well as
the divisional areas of the basket.

2. If a "flat color" (one that is not a luster or shine) is to be
used, Diane will use "Bright Silver Crystallized Pearl Color"
to get the luster/shine.

29. Use the "long needle-like" part of the "Foot Tool" on
an angle so that the side touches the fondant and make
three indentations toward the knot of the bow and
two indentations to the outer edges of the bow. Make
one indentation, facing the knot, on the tails of the bow.
This gives character to the bow and tails.

3. Use a good, pointed, fine brush for the little sections
and the appropriate sized brushes for the other sections
to be painted.

30. At the base and handle of the basket make equal
widths of impressions for the design in these areas.
Please see picture.

4. When the painting has dried, use a super soft brush
to gently brush the entire painted areas to give the
"finished look".
Note: Cut out a waxed paper circle and use this underneath the
board when placing the plaque onto the cake. Glue the waxed
paper to the board and adhere the waxed paper to the cake's top
with buttercream frosting.

31. Designs using the blunt end of the "Foot Tool” may
be made on the eggs.
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LOOKING BACK... to March 2013

A

"Keepsake Plaque" is an innovation of Diane's where
a cardboard circle is covered with fondant, decorated
and put on top of a cake to be kept as a remembrance
of the special occasion. These are also good for displays of
your work and for customer purchase.
What is "Puffed Embroidery"? This is an innovative
technique that Diane developed in 1984. To create the
"puffed effect" a tool is used to make impression lines to show
the separate areas of the designs, as the areas are created the
centers "puff up". The "embroidery effect" is created with
tools and cutters to give a "simulated embroidery effect".
There are other various components of this technique such
as the "attached ruffle", the "dig-in ruffle", various flower
designs, "popup flowers", "outward" hearts and leaves, and
several more.
One of Diane's ways of creating a blend of color is to put a bit
of each of the colored fondant into the other colors. In this
tutorial, Diane has blended a light pink with the yellow and a
darker pink with the same shade of yellow fondant. This puts
the colored fondants all in the "same family".
Instructions:
1. Grease the top and back side edges of an 8" cardboard
circle with white shortening (Crisco™) and set aside.
2. Mix together light pink fondant and light yellow fondant
to create a peach colored fondant.
3. Roll out the peach fondant to about 1/8" in height in the
shape of a circle that is slightly larger than the 8"
cardboard circle.
4. Put some cornstarch on your hands.
5. Using a "circular motion" smooth the top with the palm
of your hand.
6. Lift this fondant and place it on top of the 8"
greased circle.
7. Again, with cornstarch on your hands, smooth the top
with the palm of your hand to smooth and adhere.
8. Gently use your finger to smooth and adhere the fondant
to the side areas.
9. Place the 8" fondant-covered circle on top of a larger
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circle to make it
easier to flip.

p

by Diane Shavkin, NY

10. Place a smooth,
flat board on top of
the 8" circle and
flip the circle over.
11. Carefully, bend
the "extended"
fondant over the top edge of the board's back and press
to adhere.
12. Flip and remove the larger board in order for the top of
the fondant-covered board to now be showing.
Note: This method of the extra, smooth, flat board makes it easier
to flip and not mess up your fondant.
13. Press a scalloped cutter into the fondant and remove this
piece. Replace this with a yellow fondant scalloped shape.
14. Cut out the basket shape with a cutter and remove
this piece.
15. Add a darker pink to some yellow fondant and blend by
working/kneading the fondant.
16. Roll out this pink and yellow fondant to about 1/8" thick.
17. Use the Easter basket cutter to cut out the shape and lay
it onto your work surface.
18. Use a basketweave impression mat to make the embossed
impression on the basket area.
19. Place this basket shape in the cut out area of the plaque.
Note: You may have to remove a bit of the side of the basket
weaved area to be sure the basket fits.
20. Cover the basket with a piece of plastic wrap to keep it
from drying and set aside.
21. Use the tip of the "Foot Tool" that Diane introduced
to the sugar art world in 1984 to make the "puffed
embroidery impressions".

22. Go back to working on the plaque by placing the tip of
the "Foot Tool" on the indented scalloped line with the
point facing the center of the board.
23. Do this to the entire scalloped area.
24. Place the tip of the "Foot Tool" so that it now faces away
from the center of the board, and repeat the "pressing
down" method.
25. This method creates the "puffed area".
26. To create the flowers:
a. Use a cutter and press it into the fondant in the
center of each scallop.
b. Make a little indentation hold in the center of
each flower which will be your guide for making
the petals.

32. Place the "Foot Tool", facing the center of the basket,
on the outside indentations of the basket shape and
create the "puffing".

c. To divide each of the petals, use an angular
knife and press inward toward the hole of each
of the flowers.

33. Let the fondant dry well prior to painting, which should
be at least overnight.

d. Use the largest of the set of Diane's double ball
stylus tools (or whatever you have on hand) and
make a hole impression.

Painting:
Diane finds that a combination of "Silver Cloud" lemon
extract and "Sugarpaste Crystal Colors and Sugarpaste
Crystallized Pearl Colors" work best for her.

e. Use the flat part of the "Foot Tool" with the tip
of the foot facing a bit downward toward the hole
and press gently on each petal to create a trumpet
type of flower.
27. Remove the plastic from the top of the basket.

1. Diane used "Fairy Pink Sugarpaste Crystallized Pearl
Color" for her petal flowers and bow. She sometime starts
with the "Fairy Pink" and adds other shades of pink to get
a darker shade or color that will end up in the "same family"
because all the colors are with the same base: "Fairy Pink".

28. Use the "Foot Tool" to create the "Puffed Embroidery
Technique" areas for the bow, tails and eggs as well as
the divisional areas of the basket.

2. If a "flat color" (one that is not a luster or shine) is to be
used, Diane will use "Bright Silver Crystallized Pearl Color"
to get the luster/shine.

29. Use the "long needle-like" part of the "Foot Tool" on
an angle so that the side touches the fondant and make
three indentations toward the knot of the bow and
two indentations to the outer edges of the bow. Make
one indentation, facing the knot, on the tails of the bow.
This gives character to the bow and tails.

3. Use a good, pointed, fine brush for the little sections
and the appropriate sized brushes for the other sections
to be painted.

30. At the base and handle of the basket make equal
widths of impressions for the design in these areas.
Please see picture.

4. When the painting has dried, use a super soft brush
to gently brush the entire painted areas to give the
"finished look".
Note: Cut out a waxed paper circle and use this underneath the
board when placing the plaque onto the cake. Glue the waxed
paper to the board and adhere the waxed paper to the cake's top
with buttercream frosting.

31. Designs using the blunt end of the "Foot Tool” may
be made on the eggs.
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Hi y’all!!! My name is Tammy Varela and I am the owner of Artistic Cake Designs in
Cumming, GA, USA. I started my business over 6 years ago learning everything I
possible could about edible art. While I was fascinated with the types of creations that
could be made from a little fondant & gum paste it was not until I expanded my offerings
to include sugar sheets, wafer paper, modeling chocolate was I able to offer those one of
kind pieces.
			
It was not until 2017 before I started working with isomalt/sugar and what a ride it has
been since then. Looking back on how I became a sugar artist makes me smile. I
was preparing to compete at The Americas Cake Show, in Orlando, FL, and I told my
husband I wanted to create that one of a kind entry. As we talked through it my husband
said how about adding an isomalt water fall that flows from layer to layer, so we made
this massive 3 tier cake with isomalt pools and waterfalls. We unfortunately did not
win but we took away much more than just a medal …. experience. Through every
experience you learn and that is how you grow. As an artist, I always strive to push the
limits on my skills and this piece is no different.
After seeing a picture of a technical isomalt fruit basket on Pinterest, I knew that one
day I wanted to make it. However, back then I knew that I was not ready to tackle
such a technical piece. So, I started to practice and fine tune my techniques, watching
many tutorials, purchasing all sorts of tools, and lots of trial-and-error pieces. I was
not prepared for how fragile blown sugar was. My first blown apple was pretty good
but the minute I tried to paint it cracked. I ended up creating another apple that looked
even better than the first one. From there, I made more apples, tangerines, grapes, and
a peach. And my last piece of fruit was the banana which took several tries to get the
shape right but overall, I was very pleased with all the pieces.
With all the fruit done it came time to make the basket. This was a long and tedious
process as I had to start by creating the structure using a styrofoam platform and many
wires. Once that was set, I had to pull about 36 oz of isomalt for weaving the basket.
As you can imagine trying to layer pulled sugar in a basketweave required a lot of
patience. The basket was built over several days but once the basket was assembled,
I strategically attached the fruit inside the basket using isomalt and clear piping gel as a
glue. For the final touch, I pulled some pearl isomalt to make ribbon and a bow for the
bottom. When I completed this fruit basket, I was just in awe with how amazing it looked
and how it all came together. I am amazed by how much I have learned and grown
through the years; so much in fact that I have been actively teaching my skills in LIVE
online broadcasts. I look forward to what the future holds and how much more I will
grow in the cake/sugar world.
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Hi y’all!!! My name is Tammy Varela and I am the owner of Artistic Cake Designs in
Cumming, GA, USA. I started my business over 6 years ago learning everything I
possible could about edible art. While I was fascinated with the types of creations that
could be made from a little fondant & gum paste it was not until I expanded my offerings
to include sugar sheets, wafer paper, modeling chocolate was I able to offer those one of
kind pieces.
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said how about adding an isomalt water fall that flows from layer to layer, so we made
this massive 3 tier cake with isomalt pools and waterfalls. We unfortunately did not
win but we took away much more than just a medal …. experience. Through every
experience you learn and that is how you grow. As an artist, I always strive to push the
limits on my skills and this piece is no different.
After seeing a picture of a technical isomalt fruit basket on Pinterest, I knew that one
day I wanted to make it. However, back then I knew that I was not ready to tackle
such a technical piece. So, I started to practice and fine tune my techniques, watching
many tutorials, purchasing all sorts of tools, and lots of trial-and-error pieces. I was
not prepared for how fragile blown sugar was. My first blown apple was pretty good
but the minute I tried to paint it cracked. I ended up creating another apple that looked
even better than the first one. From there, I made more apples, tangerines, grapes, and
a peach. And my last piece of fruit was the banana which took several tries to get the
shape right but overall, I was very pleased with all the pieces.
With all the fruit done it came time to make the basket. This was a long and tedious
process as I had to start by creating the structure using a styrofoam platform and many
wires. Once that was set, I had to pull about 36 oz of isomalt for weaving the basket.
As you can imagine trying to layer pulled sugar in a basketweave required a lot of
patience. The basket was built over several days but once the basket was assembled,
I strategically attached the fruit inside the basket using isomalt and clear piping gel as a
glue. For the final touch, I pulled some pearl isomalt to make ribbon and a bow for the
bottom. When I completed this fruit basket, I was just in awe with how amazing it looked
and how it all came together. I am amazed by how much I have learned and grown
through the years; so much in fact that I have been actively teaching my skills in LIVE
online broadcasts. I look forward to what the future holds and how much more I will
grow in the cake/sugar world.
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MODELADO DE BULLDOG
INGLES SU NOMBRE ES PERICLE
(MODELING OF ENGLISH BULLDOG HIS NAME IS PERICLE)
Hola estoy encantada de volver a demostrar el arte de azúcar, en esta ocasión es distinta a mi anterior
publicación, aquí les traigo a una mascota hermosa y que fue muy querido en nuestra familia ya hoy no esta
con nosotros, y en honor a el les realizo este tutorial. (I live in Spain, the English translation is done with the
Google translator)
1. First, take a ball between our hands approximately 300 gr and give it a spherical
shape, then little by little model it to be as the image, the upper part in a curve and on
the sides inclined towards the base bottom, creating a support for the piece. The dough
used is modeling dough very similar in texture to plastic chocolate, it is an industrial
dough, SARACINO® brand, it is Italian.
1. En primer lugar, tomamos una bola entre nuestras manos de un peso aproximado de
300 gr y damos forma esférica luego poco a poco modelamos y debe quedar como en
la imagen en la parte superior en forma de curva y a los lados inclinada hacia la base
inferior, creando un soporte de la pieza. La masa que se utiliza es pasta para modelar
muy parecida en textura al chocolate plástico, es masa industrial marca SARACINO, es
			 italiana.
2. After we have the shape of his head, we take the distance from his eyes, take 5 cm,
and place two balls in a spherical shape of 10 gr each, and with a fine-tipped stake I
made a union between the grooves of the circular shape of the eye and the one that
little by little will be his face. The only tool used for modeling was a fine point stake. The
rest of the techniques are modeling with your hands.
2. luego que tenemos ya la forma de su cabeza, tomamos la distancia de sus ojos tome 5 cm, y coloque dos bolas en forma esférica de
10 gr cada una, y con una estaca de punta fina fui realizando unión
entre las ranuras de la forma circular del ojo y la que poco a poco ira
ser su rostro. única herramienta utilizada para modelar, esteca de
punta fina. El resto técnicas manuelas de modelado.
3. After having fixed our eyes we go with his nose, we form a 100 gr ball, and we model
it with our hands, giving a flat shape towards our forehead, and a wider shape towards
his face, clearly observed in the image, then with our finger thumb in the center we give
with very smooth circular movements, and the contour in the shape of a triangle not
very marked.
3.- luego de haber fijado los ojos vamos con su osico, formamos una bola de 100 gr,
y la modelamos con nuestras manos, dando forma chata hacia nuestro frente, y una
forma mas amplia hacia su rostro observándose claramente en la imagen, luego con
nuestro dedo pulgar en el centro damos con movimientos circulares muy suave, y al
contorno en forma de triangulo no muy marcado.
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4. In this fourth step we are going to work on the eyelids of his eyes. We will take about 7 grams for each
eyelid and we will stretch with our hands, making some thick, not so long strips, and we will place it both on
the top and on the part bottom of each eye giving more shape to your face, in the lower part they are thicker
since we must go forming a strong and heavy face of expression.
4. En este cuarto paso nos vamos a trabajar los parpados de sus ojos , y agarramos unos 7 gramos para
cada parpado y estiremos con nuestras manos haciendo unas tiras un poco gruesas no tan largas, y la
vamos colocando tanto en la parte superior como en la parte inferior de cada ojo dando asi mas forma a su
rostro, en la parte inferior son mas gruesas ya que debemos ir formando un rostro fuerte y pesado de expresion.
5. Here you can see the profile the shape of its
flattened muzzle, and the back of its head, we
can see shapes in these images. These are made
with manual modeling, without tools.
5. aquí pueden observar el perfil la forma de su
trompa achatada, y la parte trasera de su cabeza,
observamos en estas imágenes formas. Que se
elaboran con modelado manual, sin herramientas.

6. We continue with the face, in the part of his cheeks we place some strips of
fondant a little thin, with it we will simulate the hanging skin of his face, and we will
join with a fine-tipped stake little by little. It is done on both sides.
6. seguimos con el rostro, en la parte de sus mejillas colocamos unas tiras de
fondant un poco delgadas, con ella simularemos la piel colgante de su cara, y
uniremos con una esteca de punta fina poco a poco, se realiza de ambos lados.
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Google translator)
1. First, take a ball between our hands approximately 300 gr and give it a spherical
shape, then little by little model it to be as the image, the upper part in a curve and on
the sides inclined towards the base bottom, creating a support for the piece. The dough
used is modeling dough very similar in texture to plastic chocolate, it is an industrial
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			 italiana.
2. After we have the shape of his head, we take the distance from his eyes, take 5 cm,
and place two balls in a spherical shape of 10 gr each, and with a fine-tipped stake I
made a union between the grooves of the circular shape of the eye and the one that
little by little will be his face. The only tool used for modeling was a fine point stake. The
rest of the techniques are modeling with your hands.
2. luego que tenemos ya la forma de su cabeza, tomamos la distancia de sus ojos tome 5 cm, y coloque dos bolas en forma esférica de
10 gr cada una, y con una estaca de punta fina fui realizando unión
entre las ranuras de la forma circular del ojo y la que poco a poco ira
ser su rostro. única herramienta utilizada para modelar, esteca de
punta fina. El resto técnicas manuelas de modelado.
3. After having fixed our eyes we go with his nose, we form a 100 gr ball, and we model
it with our hands, giving a flat shape towards our forehead, and a wider shape towards
his face, clearly observed in the image, then with our finger thumb in the center we give
with very smooth circular movements, and the contour in the shape of a triangle not
very marked.
3.- luego de haber fijado los ojos vamos con su osico, formamos una bola de 100 gr,
y la modelamos con nuestras manos, dando forma chata hacia nuestro frente, y una
forma mas amplia hacia su rostro observándose claramente en la imagen, luego con
nuestro dedo pulgar en el centro damos con movimientos circulares muy suave, y al
contorno en forma de triangulo no muy marcado.
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4. In this fourth step we are going to work on the eyelids of his eyes. We will take about 7 grams for each
eyelid and we will stretch with our hands, making some thick, not so long strips, and we will place it both on
the top and on the part bottom of each eye giving more shape to your face, in the lower part they are thicker
since we must go forming a strong and heavy face of expression.
4. En este cuarto paso nos vamos a trabajar los parpados de sus ojos , y agarramos unos 7 gramos para
cada parpado y estiremos con nuestras manos haciendo unas tiras un poco gruesas no tan largas, y la
vamos colocando tanto en la parte superior como en la parte inferior de cada ojo dando asi mas forma a su
rostro, en la parte inferior son mas gruesas ya que debemos ir formando un rostro fuerte y pesado de expresion.
5. Here you can see the profile the shape of its
flattened muzzle, and the back of its head, we
can see shapes in these images. These are made
with manual modeling, without tools.
5. aquí pueden observar el perfil la forma de su
trompa achatada, y la parte trasera de su cabeza,
observamos en estas imágenes formas. Que se
elaboran con modelado manual, sin herramientas.

6. We continue with the face, in the part of his cheeks we place some strips of
fondant a little thin, with it we will simulate the hanging skin of his face, and we will
join with a fine-tipped stake little by little. It is done on both sides.
6. seguimos con el rostro, en la parte de sus mejillas colocamos unas tiras de
fondant un poco delgadas, con ella simularemos la piel colgante de su cara, y
uniremos con una esteca de punta fina poco a poco, se realiza de ambos lados.
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7. Take into account their expressions of the forehead. Hollow a little sunken in
area that we do with our thumb, and accentuate their forehead above their eyes
to give an angry expression. Although I am not.
7. tomemos en cuenta sus expresiones de la frente, hueco un poco hundido que
lo hacemos con nuestro dedo pulgar, y acentuamos su frente por encima de sus
ojos. Para dar una expresión de enojo. Aunque no lo esté.

8. When we already have the expression of his face we start with the trunk and
with a thin fine tip stake, we begin to shape his nose, we draw on it. We do not
add more fondant, we simply shape, we take out his cheeks, and his mouth, we
open a small gap between both cheeks already modeled, and we will have the
cheek. It is a modeling of essential manual techniques. Modeling skills are required.
8. cuando ya tenemos la expresión de su rostro comenzamos con la trompa y con
una estaca de punta fina delgadita, comenzamos a darle forma a su nariz, dibujamos sobre ella, no agregamos más fondant, simplemente damos forma, sacamos
sus mejillas, y su boca, abrimos un hueco pequeño entre ambas mejillas ya modeladas, y tendremos su mejilla. Es un modelado de técnicas esenciales manuales.
Se necesita tener destreza de modelado.

9. In this phase, with an amount of modeling paste of about 15 grams for each
ear, we model giving it a triangular shape, the wide part of that triangle is the part
that will stick to the head, and the fine point upwards, we model not giving shape
perfect, having the ears ready, we see the nose, and with the same and unique
stake that we have been working with with the finest point we will make small and
not very deep points giving it the feeling of a rustic nose.
9. En esta fase con una cantidad de pasta para modelar de unos 15 gr para
cada oreja, modelamos dándole forma triangular, la parte ancha de ese triángulo
es la parte que se pegara a la cabeza, y la punta fina hacia arriba, modelamos
no dando forma perfecta, al tener las orejas lista, vemos el osico, y con la misma
esteca y única que venimos trabajando con la punta mas fina le realizaremos puntos pequeños y no
muy profundos dándole sensación de un osico rustico.
10. Here we observe as the face especially forms, we cannot lose him while
we model.
10. Aquí observamos su rostro sobre todo formas, no podemos perderla mientras modelamos.

other makeup skewers especially used for pastry, to obtain the desired effect.
11.- Aquí comenzamos a pintar, con colorantes en polvo mezclados con vodka. Para que seque
lo más pronto posible. Utilice los colores marrones, rosado, verde, negro. Y pinceles de distintos
tamaños sobre todo de forma redonda, otros delgados y finos estos 000, y otras brochetas de maquillaje especialmente usados para la repostería, y así obtener el efecto deseado.

12. We apply the pink on the muzzle, very clear, without letting it dry
we are adding and then removing it. We place the brown on top so
then we remove with a napkin a little moisture with vodka and we give
the mouth sensation of using a canine dog of this type of race.
12.- aplicamos el rosado en el osico, muy clarito, sin dejar secar vamos agregando para luego retirar, colocamos el marrón encima así luego retiramos con una servilleta un poco humedad con vodka y damos
la sensación de boca de uso de un perro canino de este tipo de raza.

13. As you can see here we paint the nose with dark
brown and we make the holes more pronounced with
the black color, giving a real appearance, the same in
its nostrils.
13.- Como puedes observar aquí pintamos la nariz,
con marrón oscuro, y los orificios lo hacemos mas pronunciados con el color negro, dando un aspecto real,
igual en su osico que luego retiramos, para aclarar su
trompa.

11. Here we begin to paint, with powdered colorants mixed with vodka. So that
it dries as soon as possible. Use brown, pink, green, black colors and brushes of different sizes, especially round ones, other thin and fine these 000, and
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tamaños sobre todo de forma redonda, otros delgados y finos estos 000, y otras brochetas de maquillaje especialmente usados para la repostería, y así obtener el efecto deseado.

12. We apply the pink on the muzzle, very clear, without letting it dry
we are adding and then removing it. We place the brown on top so
then we remove with a napkin a little moisture with vodka and we give
the mouth sensation of using a canine dog of this type of race.
12.- aplicamos el rosado en el osico, muy clarito, sin dejar secar vamos agregando para luego retirar, colocamos el marrón encima así luego retiramos con una servilleta un poco humedad con vodka y damos
la sensación de boca de uso de un perro canino de este tipo de raza.

13. As you can see here we paint the nose with dark
brown and we make the holes more pronounced with
the black color, giving a real appearance, the same in
its nostrils.
13.- Como puedes observar aquí pintamos la nariz,
con marrón oscuro, y los orificios lo hacemos mas pronunciados con el color negro, dando un aspecto real,
igual en su osico que luego retiramos, para aclarar su
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11. Here we begin to paint, with powdered colorants mixed with vodka. So that
it dries as soon as possible. Use brown, pink, green, black colors and brushes of different sizes, especially round ones, other thin and fine these 000, and
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14. In the images here we are painting the eyes. Internally we make a green circle and around the
contour, a black line with a very thin brush, with that same black line we mix little by little with the
green giving a realistic appearance, and with a triple zero brush we make the iris of his eye. Thus
culminating his face.
14. En las imágenes aquí vamos pintando los ojos, internamente realizamos un círculo de color verde
y por el contorno, una línea negra con un pincel muy delgado, con esa misma línea negra mezclamos poco a poco con el verde dando un aspecto realista, y con un pincel triple cero hacemos el iris de
su ojo. Culminando así su rostro.
CULMINADO!!!

AUTHOR BIOGRAPHY
Hi, I'm Carmen Rodriguez, and here I show you a modeling
tutorial with a single tool to model, the rest is manual. With
our hands we can do wonders, I have continued with my
preparation, by the hand of pastry chef, Leonardo Espinoza
and Xavier García Laparra, of a series of internship successions by myself, I have started on social networks with
my new corporate image called my perfect cake, youtube® my perfect cake, a channel with a sign
language interpreter, to include all people who have a hearing impairment, and our Instagram® @
mipastelperfecto, Facebook® fan page my perfect cake, since the personal Facebook was filled, and
now with our podcast which is a program especially for artistic cakes called my perfect cake, we are
on two platforms completely free digital, IVOOX® and SOUND CLOUD®, where we will have guests
sharing a gathering of interesting topics for all bakers, and the best thing about the launch of my book
called ¿WHERE IS MY PERFECT PASTEL?, which will be sold and distributed by AMAZON® published in Spanish. I thank ICES immensely, for allowing me to be part of this beautiful family. And a
big hug to everyone in these difficult times. Never stop dreaming. Thank you.
BIOGRAFIA DE AUTOR
Hola soy Carmen Rodriguez, y aquí te muestro un tutorial de modelado con una sola herramienta
para modelar y el resto es manual, con nuestras manos podemos hacer maravillas, he seguido con
mi preparación, de la mano de repostero de Leonardo Espinoza y de Xavier García Laparra de una
serie de sucesiones de prácticas por mí misma, he comenzado a en las redes sociales con mi nueva
imagen corporativa llamada mi pastel perfecto, you tube mi pastel perfecto, un canal con interprete de lengua de signos, para incluir a todas las personas que tengan un discapacidad auditiva, y
nuestro Instagram @mipastelperfecto, Facebook página de seguidores mi pastel perfecto, ya que el
Facebook personal se llenó, y ahora con nuestro podcast que es un programa especialmente para
tartas artísticas llamado mi pastel perfecto, estamos en dos plataformas digitales completamente
gratuito, IVOOX y SOUND CLOUD, donde tendremos invitados compartiendo una tertulia temas
interesantes para todos los reposteros, y lo mejor el lanzamiento de mi libro llamado ¿DONDE ESTA
MI PASTEL PERFECTO?, que será vendido y distribuido por AMAZON editado en Español. Doy inmensamente las gracias a ICES, por permitirme ser parte de esta hermosa familia. Y un gran abrazo
a todos en estos tiempos difíciles. Nunca dejen de soñar. Gracias.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MINUTES

INTERNATIONAL CAKE EXPLORATION SOCIETE
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MEETING RECAP

Motion #2:
Moves to approve Omalara Ikpen as the Educational
Experience (Hands on Classes) Lead Volunteer and
LeeAnn Hagel as the (On-Site) Registration Lead Volunteer.
Motion Carried
Motion #3:
Moves to accept the "ICES Board of Director Removal
Guidelines"
https://icesboard.wufoo.com/cabinet/5af0c790-875d42b5-99b4-1e4c5fad4364
Motion Carried

Motion #6:
Call for question.
Motion Carried
Motion #7
Moves to request $1000.00 to establish the virtual
ICJ class program.
Motion Carried
Motion #8:
Moves to establish an automatic ICES membership
renewal through Authorize.net when the member
selects the option or notifies the Membership Coordinator. This would be effective on February 1, 2021.
Motion Carried
Jan 2021 Treasurers Report
From the month of Dec, 2020

Motion #4:
Moves to amend Motion #2, 5-2020, “Programs Committee moves to extend the ICJ apprentice phase for
those who are currently apprenticing, from twenty-four
(24) months from the initial application to apprentice to
thirty-six (36) months" to now read: “Programs Committee moves extend the ICJ apprentice phase for those
who are currently apprenticing, from twenty-four (24)
months from the initial application to apprentice to forty-eight (48) months."
Motion Carried

Bank of America
Checking Account
Beginning Balance: $ 7,382.70
Ending Balance: $ 4,593.72
		
Income: $ 165.00
		
Expenses: $ 2,953.98
Savings Account
Beginning Balance: $ 174,667.74
Ending Balance: $ 176,175.53
		
Income: $ 1,601.91
		
Expenses: $ 94.12

Motion #5:
Moves to extend the scholarship expiration date from
February 28, 2021 to February 28, 2022, for those who
received a scholarship in 2019.
Motion Carried

Ameritrade account 1: $ 96,505.26 (1/1/2021) profit
of $1,503.67
Ameritrade account 2: $ 17,419.15 (1/1/2021) profit
of $ 0.16
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INTERNATIONAL CAKE EXPLORATION SOCIETE
JUNTA DIRECTIVA
RESUMEN DE LA REUNIÓN
5 de enero de 2021

January 5, 2021
Motion #1:
Moves that the ICES Board of Directors establish a
committee to seek out a permanent location for future
uncontracted Cake Expos by July 1, 2021.
Motion Carried

JUNTA DIRECTIVA MINUTOS

Moción # 1:
Propone que la Junta Directiva de ICES establezca un comité para buscar una ubicación permanente para futuras exposiciones de pasteles no
contratadas para el 1 de julio de 2021.
Movimiento llevado
Moción # 2:
Procede aprobar a Omalara Ikpen como Voluntaria
Líder de Experiencia Educativa (Clases Prácticas)
y LeeAnn Hagel como Voluntaria Líder de Registro
(en el lugar).
Movimiento llevado
Moción # 3:
Moción para aceptar las "Directrices para la destitución de la Junta Directiva del ICES"
https://icesboard.wufoo.com/cabinet/5af0c790875d-42b5-99b4-1e4c5fad4364
Movimiento llevado
Moción # 4:
Se mueve para enmendar la Moción # 2, 5-2020,
“El Comité de Programas se mueve para extender
la fase de aprendiz de la CIJ para aquellos que actualmente están aprendiendo, de veinticuatro (24)
meses desde la solicitud inicial a aprendiz hasta
treinta y seis (36) meses "para leer ahora:" El
Comité de Programas extiende la fase de aprendiz de la CIJ para aquellos que actualmente están
aprendiendo, de veinticuatro (24) meses desde la
solicitud inicial a aprendiz a cuarenta y ocho (48)
meses ".
Movimiento llevado
Moción # 5:
Se mueve para extender la fecha de vencimiento de la beca del 28 de febrero de 2021 al 28 de
febrero de 2022, para quienes recibieron una beca
en 2019.

Movimiento llevado
Moción # 6:
Llame para preguntar.
Movimiento llevado
Moción # 7
Se mueve para solicitar $ 1000.00 para establecer
el programa virtual de clases de ICJ.
Movimiento llevado
Moción # 8:
Se mueve para establecer una renovación automática de la membresía del ICES a través de
Authorize.net cuando el miembro selecciona la opción o notifica al Coordinador de membresía. Esto
entraría en vigencia el 1 de febrero de 2021.
Movimiento llevado
Enero de 2021 Informe del Tesorero
Desde el mes de diciembre de 2020
Banco de America
Cuenta de cheques
Saldo inicial: $ 7,382.70
Saldo final: $ 4,593.72
		
Ingresos: $ 165.00
		
Gastos: $ 2,953.98
Cuenta de ahorros
Saldo inicial: $ 174,667.74
Saldo final: $ 176,175.53
		
Ingresos: $ 1,601.91
		
Gastos: $ 94.12
Cuenta de Ameritrade 1: $ 96,505.26 (1/1/2021)
ganancia de $ 1,503.67
Cuenta de Ameritrade 2: $ 17.419,15 (1/1/2021)
ganancia de $ 0,16
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ICES Board of Directors
EXECUTIVE BOARD

BOARD MEMBERS

Chairman of the Board: Elizabeth Dickson
		
chairman@ices.org

Valarie Archer

President:

Tina Crews
president@ices.org

Vice President:

Jennifer Noble
vp@ices.org
expochair@cakeexpo.org

Secretary:

Treasurer:

Bonnie Brown
Meeghan Burnevik
ethics@ices.org
representation@ices.org
Amy Marsh
programs@ices.org
Rhonda Morrison
membership@ices.org

Sherri Randell
newsletter@ices.org
secretary@ices.org
techteam@ices.org

Bonnie Fazio-Richards
business@ices.org

Jan Wolfe
treasurer@ices.org

ICES Founder
Betty Jo Steinman, 1386 Frank St. Monroe, MI 48162-3498, email: bettyjofounder@icloud.com

2020 - 2021 Committees
Business (Bylaws, Logo, Nominations, JD)		

Bonnie Fazio Richards, Chairman

					

Meeghan Burnevik, Amy Marsh, Rhonda Morrison

Convention					

Jennifer Noble, Chairman

					

Sherri Randell, Meeghan Burnevik, Bonnie Brown,

					

Jan Wolfe

Ethics/Job Descriptions					

Meeghan Burnevik, Chairman

					

Executive Board, Mary Jo Dowling, Bonnie Fazio Richards

Membership (Ways and Means, Historical)		

Rhonda Morrison, Chairman

					

Valarie Archer, Bonnie Richards, Bonnie Brown

Newsletter					

Sherri Randell, Chairman/Editor

					

Bonnie Brown, Meeghan Burnevik

Programs (Certification, ICJ, Awards)			

Amy Marsh, Chairman

					

Jan Wolfe, Valarie Archer

Representation					

Meeghan Burnevik, Chairman/Representative Liaison

					

Valarie Archer, Bonnie Brown

Technology (Social Media, Publicity, Website)

Sherri Randell, Chairman

					

Jennifer Noble, Bonnie Fazio Richards
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Newsletter Information
ICES Monthly Newsletter
The ICES newsletter is issued 11 months of the year to our entire ICES membership. Each edition includes important information pertinent to ICES, as well as ideas and helps related to the world of sugar
art. Members are encouraged to share tutorials, hints, recipes, patterns and/or photographs.
Newsletter Advertising Dimensions

Payment Terms
All ads are payable in advance before publication. Make checks payable to ICES. All ads received
later than the posted deadline will be postponed until the next published issue. Ad prices are subject
to change without notice. All cancellations must be made in writing 15 days before the ad is to run.
Checks must be in U.S. funds and drawn on a U.S. bank.
Ad Submission
Ads are to be submitted to the newsletter chairman via email at newsletter@ices.org. Be sure to include the following information with your submission:
•

Publication month desired

•
•

Advertiser name
Contact name and phone number

Newsletter Back Issues
Digital issues are $2.00 per issue and $20.00 for 11 issues (1year). To order back issues, mail check
or money order (payable to ICES) to Helen Osteen, 2502 Esther Ave, Pasadena, Texas 77502-3239.
US funds only.
Newsletter Contact Information
•

Newsletter Chairperson: newsletter@ices.org

•

Newsletter Editor: newsletter@ices.org

•

ICES Newsletter Submissions: newsletter@ices.org

Membership Information

* Pre-pay for Ten (10) ads of any single size and get the 11th one free of equal value.
Specs
Submit your ad as a .TIFF, .PND, or .JPEG file to newsletter@ices.org. All ads must be 600 dpi and
copy ready. All ads are placed at 100 percent. A design fee may be incurred for any work the newsletter
editor does on behalf of the advertiser.

Membership is open to any man, woman or child who is interested in the art of cake decorating.
Membership dues are $55 per year and for US and International Members. Gold Key/Gold Key International Members are $45 per year. Student membership is $25 per year. Charter membership $20
per year.
Name, Address Changes, and Renewal Membership Dues:
ICES Membership, Helen Osteen, 2502 Esther Ave, Pasadena, Texas 77502-3239; phone 713-2043218; fax 877-261-8560 email icesmembership@ices.org.

Ad Placement
Ads for the newsletter must be received by the 20th of the month two months prior to placement. All
placements are on a first come, first serve basis. No warranty of placement position is given or implied.
ICES reserves the right to refuse any advertisement not in keeping with the standard of the newsletter.
Classified Advertising
Classifieds run monthly and are $5.75 per typed 3-1/2" line (Arial, size 12, black and white only).
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New Member Dues, Membership Questions, and Membership Pins:
ICES Membership, Helen Osteen, 2502 Esther Ave, Pasadena, Texas 77502-3239; phone 713-2043218; fax 877-261-8560 email icesmembership@ices.org.
Membership Brochures and Website Banners for Publicity:
ICES Technology Chairman: Sherri Randell, email: techteam@ices.org
ICES Membership Coordinator: Helen Osteen, email: icesmembership@ices.org
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July 20 - July 25
OMNI FORT WORTH

THE SUGAR EVENT FOR EVERYONE

NETWORKING WITH INDUSTRY LEADERS • DEMONSTRATIONS
HANDS ON CLASSES • INTERNATIONAL CAKE AND SUGAR ART DISPLAYS
TOP INDUSTRY VENDORS • SUGAR FASHION SHOW
LIVE VENDOR PRODUCT DEMONSTRATIONS • COMPETITIONS WITH PRIZES
CERTIFIED JUDGES PROGRAM • MAJOR PRIZE DRAWINGS
FULL CONVENTION PACKAGES AND ONE & TWO DAY PASSES AVAILABLE

cakeexpo.org
International Cake Exploration Societè — Come Explore With Us!

